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Eastern Teach-ers news
"Tell the Truth and Don't Be Afraid"
SEN I O R S
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MONDAY, MAY 24, 1943

..

El Seniors
Earn Degrees

Batchelor Delivers Address
To Departing Seniors
THE ACTIVITIES of

the

commencemens season

DESPITE
ment

Adviser

got unde;r

summer.

Jr.,

and Synod.

He served •as Moderator

of his Presbytery for three terms

and Modera+or of the Synod of Illi

nois in

1933 -44 and as

a

member

of the various Synod commibtee and
icouncils. In addition to his church
work Reverend Batchelor has been
active in community activities.
He

ls a past governor of Kiwanis In

iemational

of

the

Jllinois-Ela.stern

Iowa Dis+rict, a past Commander of
Knight.:; Templar and past Grand
Chaplain of

Dlinois. He ls

the Royal

Masons of

at present Chairman

of the Mat.t o on Libmry Board. Rev

erend Batchelotr is married and has
a daughter Glorene, who attended

Eastern for about a year and a half
until her marr
· iage last Ohristmas.

Thirteen We a r Chevrons
For High Honors
AS SYMBOLS of four years of high
scholastic

achievement

blue

and

gray corded chevrons were worn yes
terday afternoon at

baccalaureate

exercises by 13 membe:r:s of the 1943

graduating class.
Four

of

those

honored

received

special distinction for winning high
honors during
of study.

the past four

years

These four people

have

to their credit a grade record, con

sisting of at least 75 per cent A's

and the remainder B's in all their

college work.

In addition

chevons, their honors

to their

also are re

corded on the diplomas which -they
will

receive during

commencement

exercises on Friday, May 28.
Those who have won this.distinc

tion are: Marguerite Litt.le of Paris,

Margaret

Rademaker

of

Marshan,

Elizabeth Podesta of Mattoon, and

Dario Covi of liivingston.
Nine

seniors

will

honors, in adidtion

high

honors.

will also wear

The

graduate

with

to the four with
honor

students

chevons and

mad·e at least 50 per cent A's,

have

25 per

cent B's, and 25 per cent in B's or

C's during their college careers.

These students are: David Fisher,

Charleston; Bessie Townsend, Char

leston; Florence Rice, Toledo; Nona

�

Bell

Cruise,

Blanche

Crane,

Beecher

�rayilor,

Sullivan;

Windsor;

Alice

C'ity;

Coffeen;

Noami

cooper,

Mary

Ada

Ramsey,

P'otomac;

and Harriett Josephine Crews, Vin

cennes, Ind.

Frank

Mary

OhlDteel

Anderhalter,

Dorothy

Ellen

Brown,

Irving

sida, Darrell Dean Clark, John Hen
ry

Cole,

Herschel

LeRoy

Collins,

Alice Mildred Cooper, Dario Alesan

dro Covi,

. . Points out stepping stone

.

annual

Josephine crews, Nona Belle Cruise,

graduation

the senior class will have embarked
The

Louise

Edward

Doak,

Euell,

David

Jean

Marguerite

Frame,

Taylor

Elizabeth

dinner

Marj.orie

Continued

Robert

Gene

Olin

Freebairn,

Gossett,

Grace

on Page

Eight

is

Women1s Choice

women's gymnasium of the Health
Seniors,

Fisher,

Guthrie, Ruth Inez Hathaway, Lloyd

scheduled to begin at 7 p. m. in the
Education ·building.

Culp,

ell Judith EmmeriC'h, Russell Eugene

upon their final social event as stu
Eastern.

Clo.tile

Ethel

dinner-dance gets under way this

of

Ada

Dodson, Virginia Grace Dolan, Jew

Thursday at 7 o'clock, members of

dents

Graig,

will

be

served

play

for

special

guests

of the

at

this

second

these,

when

when our

Dr. Atwood received his bachelor's

and doctor's degrees from the Uni

versity of Chicago.
Eiizabetih

by

Even before he

had. completed .the latter in 1903, he

K. Lawson

Heads educated sisters

had · b een called upon

to take over

completing

his

Ph. D. degree, Dr.

Atwood's rise at ·the University of

ty-five of .the following list are wo

ceive the two-year diploma.

DEAN ELIZABETH K. Lawson was

physiography and general

erican

Association

sociate professor until he

of

Illinois

single

man to re

Bertha Thompson Chambers, Hel

en Geneva Clark, Mary Louise Coan,
Mary
Alice

Elizabeth

Etdgar,

Mari.ha

Dowell,

Betty

Juanita

Jean

Lee Eirnst,

Ehrhart,

Ruth

Evelyn

Espy, Vera Mae Ford, Ru1Jh Hen
derson

Gaertner,

Mae

Dora Gray,

Chicago was rapid.
tor

University

Women at the convention meeting
the

at the

State division

University

of

held

Illinois, May

7-8.
Miss Lawson founded

the Char

Doris Virginia Hayden, Albe.rta Vi

leston-Mattoon branch of the AAUW

Icenogle, ·Rosemary

a year.

ola

Hilgenberg,

Elizabeth

Betty

Mae

Jones

Lewis,

Mary

McCarty, Wanda

Lorene

McCoy, Awanda Glyn Crackel Mill

er,

Mary

Lorraine

Montgomery,

Oathertne Lucille Nessl, Linda Lee

in 1940

and

in geolo.gy from

served as president for

For the past two years she

Harvard
graphy

Harvard

Marie Witts.

Turner,

Bettie

PRESIDENT

ROBERT

G.

Buz-

zard delivered the commencement

in

Professor

1913.

He

until invited

went

to

rema:iJJed

at

of

Physio

to Clark Uni

of

President

Atwood,

state

Clevenger,

president,

wrote

the

geography in ·the country.

ject at the request of national head
C.

He or

graphy in 192'1 and served as its di

World wide recognition as a geol
and geographer

Dr. �twood.

has come

He has served

as

Marshall elementa-ry school.

President

Atwood

has

written

profusely during his entire profes
sional

careers

beginning with

the

".Rhysical Geography of 11Jhe Devils

Lake Region" in 1899 down

to the

recent publications dealing with the

"Protection of Nature in
ericas

in

1941."

Dr.

the Am

Atwood

was

al.so founder, in 1925, and editor of
the

magazine

"Economic

raphy."
In

spite

of

dent Atwood

his 71

years,

a dynamic

is

Geog
Presi

person

altty and •a pleasing speaker.

T.he commencement progoram will

also

feature

special

music

by the

College Symphonic Band under the

direction of

acting !head
ment, and

Dr. Rudolph Anfinson,
of the

Music depart

by the Cecilian Singers,

under the direction of Miss M. Irene
Johnson.

Following the

address

and

the

presentation of diplomas and degrees

by President R. G. Buzzard of the

Teah
c
ers College, ·an announcement

will be made of Honors received and

Soholarships earned by outstanding
students.

Eastern Joins Illinois
War Council
EASTERN

BEJCAME a member of

the Illinois Collegiate war Coun

cil by a unanimous vote of the stu

dent

This

council

at

the

last

war council was

meeting.

formed for

ing a membership of 4220.

ing the acitivities of the students in

and

e-0-ordinating

these

activities

A member of the student body will

be elected .to repre�ent Elastern on
bhe continuance committee ·and will
act as liaison agent between the ex

veys and has ·been a member of a

ecutive body of ithe council !l!Ild our

great many boards and committees

college.

in

vention was given by Miss Lawson

has often been chosen leader of the

The officers of 1the War council
are .an executive secretary and a re

She spoke on "AAUW looks to the

belongs.

ning

tion composed of 43 branches, hav
The keynote speech of

the con

at the · Saturday afternoon session.

making gographical

studies. He

scientific organlrations

ito which he

Notable among these are

erican Geographers; President

address for the

a

member of numerous geologic·al sur

world.

the

to

Miss Lawson will head an organiza

Institute of Geography and

delivered

logical Society.

with those of similax organizations.

retiring

in

the part of every woman today to

also

honorary

the colleges of the Sta�e of Illinols

Mrs.

Lawson

preceding Wednesday

he

and

mention by ·the Swedish Anthropo

g!l!Ilized it's gmduate School of Geo

with

Miss

his

On the

in

collaboration

AAUW.

Future," stressing need for realism,

evening,

Science

the purpose of unifying and expand

the

address at the Sullivan
_
high school
on Friday evening, May 14.

Associa;tion;

of

of the National

of .the really outstanding schools of

for

As president of the .state division,

Buzzard Gives Addresses
At Sullivan, Marshall

Parks

Academy

president

has b
· een youth guidance chairman

ogist

C.

geology

Clark University has developed one

quarters in Washington, D.

Ray

1908;

Under the able and inspirational

Vera

Williammee,

as

leadership

rector.

Stumeier,

-to

versity in 1920 a s president and Pro
fessor of Physical Geography.

History of a State Guidance !P'ro

Louise

1903

National

Mexico;

from 1908 to 1910; he was then as

Rat.ts, Mary Arlene Stanbery, Ruth
Louise

He was instruc

he served as asisstant professor of

elected state president of the Am
of

After

certain instructional duties.

AAUW Elects Lawson
State President

a

to

the eyes of a geographer.

the end of the summer term. Twen
men, leaving

people

ments and economic forces .through

those

work

as

terpret some of these world move

last year was 51.

their

times

so qualified has ben obtained to in

The number

.including

eminent

it is particularly fortunate that one

ped markedly ·as the total number
follows,

Sr.,

rection have been greatly changed,

the ,two-year diplomas

e-0mplete

Dr. Wal

concepts of time, distance, and di

of graduating sophomores ihas drop

will

Atwood,

navies, and planes, .and

A .TOTAL of 26 students are candi-

The list

Fri

10 a. m., the c ollege

keep up on the movements of armies,

fea

Twenty-Six Sophomores
Certificate Friday

who

exercises

and studying globes in an effort

though it· is

this year at Etastern.

Walter

In

planned to open the dance to the

for

Teachers; honorary member of •the

forty-fourth

of the world are getting out maps

whole student body early this week.

dates

its

the National Council of Geography

University, Worcester, Mass.

the

T.he class of '43

evening,

Class of 1943 Winds
Up Career Friday

geographer and president of Clark

and the marshals and aides will be
ture

Eminent Geographer Speaks
At Commencement

lace

dancing party from 9 to 12, in the

Main auditorium.

Charles McCord; and Wilma Jean Daily and Robert Seaman.

is bringing to the campus

Lee Holmbrook and his orchestra
will

and Marshal; Norma King and George Briggs; Betty Heise and Jean Kim

brough; Dorothy Jean Rominger and Louis Schultz; Geneva Weidner and

day, May 28 at

partment.

Decatur

Those who wear the academic robes and caps of white and carry the

blue and gray batons are: Marjorie Thomas and Eugene Price, head Aide

hea1th education building on

by the members of the Home Ee de

from

yesterday afternoon.

to be held in the auditorium of the

be guests of the college for the eve
dinner

Designated

as Marshals and Aides, these juniors assisted in the Baccalaureate services

annual commencement

fac

the junior marshals and aides will
The

by the faculty as representatives, will .conduct Eastern graduates to

their placES during Commencement exel'cises Friday, May 28.

AS SPEAKER for

ulty members and their wives, and

ning.

TWELVE MEMBERS of the junior class, selected by their classmates and

Day, Vera Margery Diffenderfer,

College Fetes Seniors
At Dinner-Dance
THE

Jane

mer, Eleanor Jeanne C'ress, Harriet
Nila

WHEJN

Emma

Caroline Crane, Wana Lavina Crea

Rever�nd Horace 1Batchelor

17.
Besides his regular
English
school work he took work by cor
respondence with the Skerry's Cor

Reverend Mr. Batchelor has been
influential in his church Presbytery

Oliver

Lester Leo Carter, Ethel Louise Cas

to the United States ait the age of

was granted

the

Walter Burtt, 'Legion Lee C�mmon,

B atchelor li\'ed in and was educat
ed in England until he emigrated

He

The candidates for

aman, Helen K. Blank, Robert Wil

has al.so served as pastor in Ridge
Farm, Georgetown 'and Tuscola. Dr.

Doctor of Divinity from
Millikin University alt Decatur.

class

liam Bokenkamp, Jewell Allen Brent,

ian church of Mattoon since 192:5
during which time the church mem
bership has grown m!llterially.
He

elor of Divini•ty.

year's

Sam Walter Arbuckle, John B. Bing

Mr. Batchelor has serv

the degree

sophomores,

than

Bernita A. Amyx,

ed as pastor of the First Presbyter

burn Presbyterian Seminary in New
York, receiving the degree of B!l!Ch

the

the

121,

degree are as fol1ows:

Amyx,

at Chicago from
which institution he was graduated
in 1921. He then a:ttended the Au

of

all will have completed the required
'
amount of work by t h e end of the

p. m. in

Seminary

Com

after

cle.ss

Although all of this

the health education auditorium.

logical

ait

will not complete work this spring,

to the Btmndless Life."

America he took
his
Theological
'Draining in the Presbyterian Theo

awarded

yeair's

portionally

and TC high s·chool on the subjecl

In

be

exercises Friday

·who have fallen off about ihalf.

dress for tihe seniors of the college

in London.

this

seniors ·have dropped much less pro

First !''res:Oyterian cl1urch of Mat

School

ending

Showing a drop of about a fourth

from last

toon delivered the b!ll ccalaureate ad

respondence

year

noon, May Z8.

way Sunday after.noon, May 23 when

Reverend

.to

mencement

co!1£ge

The p.rogram was held at 3

the

week, 87 seniors are candidates for

lleverend Hmace Batc,.'l.elor of the

'"Three Steps

THE great drop in enroll-

for

degrees

Exercises Feature
Mattoon Minister

Marshals and Aids

87

discrimination,

and

ward problems

of the

conviction

on

post - war

presidency, and later honorary

t e Pan - Americ·an
presidency, of h

History,
president of the Association of Am
of

cording secretary elected by a Plan
Board.

The officers elected

f.or the current year are Jim C1ark
of Northwestern, as executive sec
oretary and Margaret Weiner of Na

tional College of Education, record

ing aecre,tary.

PAGE

EASTERN TEACHERS NEWS

TWO

Eastern Teachers News
Published each Wednesday of the school year by the stu
of

the

Eastern

Illinois

State

Teachers

College

at

IT WAB a balmy May evening, and a goodly crowd was

Charleston.

there,

Entered as second class matter November 8, 1915, at the

EUGENE

including

the Alex Summers of

Ruth Wilson had just returned from Louisville, Ken
tucky,

wh�re

1879.

on

inspection

by the Cour�er Publishing Company

PRICE

..................................................................................................

Lumpkin

Heights, Mattoon, and the Lt. (j. g.) Roy K. Wilsons.

Post Office at C hariest.on, Illinois, under the Act of March 3,

� -Printed

an

she

had

tour

Cavins

wore

light grey trousers,
didn't

Nurseries.

which

look

really

a

JAMES ROBERTS .......................................................................... Assistant Editor

still

recognized

MARGARET RADEMAKER ............................................ Associate News Editor

and

all.

older,

that

him,

"Junior"

and

Colsey

day

meant

she

whiskers

was \Jn

a

two-day leave, and we all re

DOROTHY 'JlOMLINSON .............................................................. Features Editor

called

MILDRED ALLEN .......................................................... Assistant Features Editor

just

how

much

"Junior" .l:�d cost Roy in pres

MADELINE SLUDER ........................................................................ General Editor

tige, and so we were happy in

DONALD MEAD .................................................................................... Sports Editor

spite of the Emergency and in

Colseybur

RAE HUMES ........................................................................................ Fashions Editor

spite of the fact that Lt. Roy was still wearing the same

AlNN SHOEMAKER .... ............................................................................... Columnist

old blue suit.

FRANKLYN

iL. ANDREWS ............................................................................ Adviser

It seems that a lot of things had .happened to a
lot of people

since last

Munson Elam,

we met.

There was

old

S.

of Willow Hill and points south, who

has been regularly contributing to the Chicago papers

MONDAY, MAY 24, 1913

W. P. B. CHAIRMAN Donald Nelson states that 36

important jobs must be done to prevent rationlIJI

of clothing.

One of the 36 important jobs is to cut the
fabric out of women s hats in order to save fabric be·
cause we are asked today to supply fabrics and textil�

of all kinds for lend-lease.

that

none-too-innocent crack about

, RUTH MANESS ..................................................................................... Society Editor

By THE EDS

the
Alex

Don

bur

RAY M1ETTER ...................................................:................................ Assistant Editor

gone

of

Evelyn remarked that

Editor

DALE WILLIAMS ..................................... ..................................... Business Manager

24, 1943

Colseybur Recalls
Golden Age

"Tell the truth and don't be afraid"

dents

MOINDAY, MAY

President Roosevelt told his news conference

that
the
the

it is under consideration to bring a large number of
130,000 German and Italian prisoners, captured in

Tunisian campaign, to this country for detention. Al·
ready a number of war prisoners are in the coun�
and a group of them have been at work the last week

or so filling sand bags on the Mississippi. We are won
dering already which of our many Senators will arise
and read lengthy papers as to why their state offers
the best advantages and most attractive site for

the

concentration camps.

and is too modest to send Colseybur the clippings, and

Post- War Compulsory Military Training
Recommended for Nation
IT HAS been recommended that after the war there ,be required
one year of compulsory military training for all young men
before reaching the age of twenty-one. Alth'ough detailed plans
for such action have not been presented, some suggestions\ pro
vide that the training be given as a part of high school work,
or. be required before finishing college.
Arguments for such a procedure include: providing_ an
available supply of men for defense, giving the youth a year of
desirable physical training, and giving social and y technical
knowledge of a unique but valuable type unavailable, otherwise,
to the majority of people.
However, such a program would only give limited benefits.
A few hours' training a week over a period of a year will by no
means produce a trained soldier. It would also be very U11f1Sual
if such training in high school would give the social and, per
sonal benefits desired. At the start of this war, R. 0. T. C. mem
bers in large numbers were sent home after a few wekes of work
in th regular army.
\Vhy not give a year of full-time military training in regu
lar army camps? Such training would give enough experience
to only require a few weeks brushing up in case of actual war.
The full benefits of military discipline and resuirements could
then be obtained, and valuable experience could. be given our
future citizens.
Military training may also aid vocational training. Almost
every type of occupation found in civilian life has a counterpart
in the military organizations. If vocational aptitude tests could
he highly developed, a youth could be given a year's military
training which would also ;give· him• training i.n a job which he
might possibly have as his vocation a1ter college.
A real d_efensive threat would then be. possessed by this
country, for an army of experts would be available a few weeks
Workers in various fields would have
after an emergency.
military training in those same jobs, due to selective training
in army camps during their youth.
We would have a real citizens' army, with everyone taking
part. It cannot be argued that such a course is against our dem
ocratic principles, for the training would actually,, benefit the in
dividual and give him a better chance to make good in life.
Switzerland, one of the more frequently referred to countries
as the example of democracy, has had compulsory military
training for all men, for several years.
Assurance of peace would be greatly added, for few nations
would care to get into trouble with such a potential force as we
would possess. In addition, happiness of the irldividual would
he increased in many cases, for a more successful and pleasant
life would result in many cases if the plan were carried out suc
cessfully.
·

Seniors Climax Four War Years
Of Study This Week
IN A few days another school year will have drawn to a close.
For the seniors, it will mean the climax of· four years of

work and play blended in the preparation for a teaching career.
Jt has been a memorable time, too, for those seniors who sought
to further their study in the war years. The juniors, too, can
remember Eastern at the peak of its glory, when an enrollment
of 1,100 was unaffected by world events.
The current year has been one of hardships for the stu
dents, the faculty, and the college itself. It has been more diffi
cult to remain in school. Privations have been forced upon us;
products of luxury are no longer in production. Rationing now
replaces the weather as a common topic' of conversation. How
everyone and everything has changed in the past three years!
And yet the portals of Eastern are still open and the processes
of democratic education are still functioning..,
The underclassmen cannot remember Eastern as it used to
he. They cannot see ghosts of other years when they look down
the now sparsely-populated halls. But in these last "days of our
year" we cannqt stop to remember or look back to what used
to me; we have a job to do and must look to the future.
This is an era of great change. Students and faculty are
leaving college for war production jobs and for the war fronts.
Some will return to Old Main when the conflict is over. Others
can never return. But Eastern's portals are still open, taking
·care of those who are still here and waiting for those who will
come back. May they remain ever open as a symbol of our way

of life.

F. B. I. men have trapped two milk truck driven

John "Horatio" Black, of Mother Grundy's County, who
is a lawyer and a defense worker all in one, the proud

in

father of three children (more or less), and Katherine

canned goods, 200 pounds of flour, and 100 polUlds

Shores, who still reads the

Juanita Brown had

News.

just married Bob Fairchild, Elbert's older brother, and
Russell R. Tripp (Trippie of Lyons and Cannahan) had
just received his "first Looey" from

Ft. Sill.

Goldsmith is city editor of the Paris Beacon, happy,

News editor of our

George Haddock writes artistically from Pro

viso Township High School in Maywood, Illinois, and
Irvin Kirchhofer

dramatically

from the South Seas.

Ft. Monroe, Virginia, upon request, explaining

the whereabouts of "Doc" Saxton, Eastern's perennial
student, '35-'42.
Oh my, there were names and names, but we had
to talk about Roy's pet, "T.he Hoosier Skywriter," and
Alex's Susanna and the feud that has existed between
Alex and Colseybur since Colseybur first found out in
Carbondale at the press convention of '35 that what
the

News really needed was a handsome editor.

was back in the days of Cottingham vs. the

That
People,

when "Mickey" Spence was the Pride of Eastern and
Glenn Cooper hadn't as yet entered t.he Sullivan news
paper game.

This, of course, brought up the name of

Leallyn Clapp, Brown University professor, and we fell
to

talking about how "well" the

Harold,

Florence)

and the

Cottinghams

Clapps had

(Lois,

married-and

how Colseybur had shed tears at Ruth's and Leallyn's
wedding.
Then

came

the

congratulations

about

the

News

and a word or two concerning the present staff.

Col�

seybur had to admit that James Hanks was waiting to
write until he felt "clever"-just like Harold Lee Hayes,
now in dramatics at Key West-and Hanks hadn't felt
"clever" yet.

For awhile' Colseybur had just thought

Hanks was getting even for being called Leslie How
ard.

Anyway, we have it on good authority that Hanks

had the best editorial page in the contest this year,
and that isn't pErsonal opinion either.

Good editorials

always bring up the name of Ed Weir, Ellington Field,
Texas, and Jeannie, and the

two children, and Democ

racy.
Then there were those "off record" remarks-the
things

that

happened

that

shouldn't

have-and

the

things you "just wouldn't have believed" so and so could
have done.

For inst!:tnce, that stunt night in which

Roy, John, Dawn, and "Footsey" appeared.
a remarkable memory for such things,
bering John
land,

Paul Resd.

is married,

each other.

Alex has

even remem

Jim Rice, Aberdeen, Mary

So is Mary Jane Kelley, but not to

Old Howard Franklin

is with the Frye

Printing Company in Springfield, Joe Kelly a major
in Africa, the Gibson

boys somewhere, we

Nebraska,

Tate

Sgt.

Clementson,

Frank

in

think

In dianapolis,

Irvin Singler-nobody

him-and so on and on.

ever

in

George

heard

from

It's funny how many names

jump out of the past-ffiurdell Murray, Hobart, Indi
ana, who was

in

Twenty cartons

is reported that additional provisions have been dis·
appearing over a period of 10 months.

Isn't it a

good
to the

ground?
Two

schooi ·here last summer, Evelyn Bar

ger, now in Mississippi, Margaret Brandon Davis, last

6'abbaths

ago

the

W1AACs

celebrated

to have passed.

Albeit in 30 or 40 more years,

will be just a little more secretive
about their birthday anniversaries.
Rear Admiral

Zimmerman

W. H. R. Blandy, chief of ordna!ICll

expressed a hint of what to expect in the future, when
he made the statement that there will be no decreasai
in

ammunition

production,

even

the complq

after

collapse of Hitler, but in all probability, an increase.
It seems the present word-wide conflict
ing into •the usual battle of the sexes.

is develoP1
to a

According

wounded sergeant in the Valley Forge general hospital!

the Nazis are now putting German girls in bombllltl
planes to serve ,as tail gunners in the North AfriC&lli
fighting.

He stated that one of the tail gunners

The cartoon we especially

liked

this

month In

Esquire is the picture of an attractive squad of WAA�
The tough commanding officer has halted before the
blonde of the squad and asks briskly, "McNulty, weren't
you a brunette, yesterday?"
And so with a flourish of headlines and a blare or
review, "The World's

Greatest Newspaper"

its autobiography.

publishel

In a way, we are fortunate in having such an In·
dustrious foe

as the Japanese.

Their

troops worQI

feverishly day and night to prepare air bases on

Guad•

alcanal and Attu before really strong forces took over
those islands.
good air bases

Their efforts have resulted in providlJt
which will

be

used against them

Roy

Hitler recently assured the Italians that the

Ger
haft
started a bombing campaign of iAxis islands and main•
land cities. This assurance probably .has caus ed m11111
sarcastic comments in Rome, for it was reported thal
the Italians put up as much, and often more, resistaml
mans would protect them from the Allies, who

in Tunisia than the Germans.
Recent bombing of huge German

dams by

tering type of blow.
handicapped,

Not only will industry be greatll

but millions

of acres of farmland

commencement

ment.

ruined.

Although

such actions

seem cruel, we

accept them as a necessary element of warfare
are to win.

It seems as if Bob

Alex doesn't get to town

Even Elam waits till Colseybur is
from

the

History

depart

But it was a balmy May evening, and a goodly

crowd, though
think

speaker

small,

was

there,

and

Colseybur can

of no better way of passing along his monu

mental yearly greetings than letting you in on this lit
tle "way back when."
mentioned, but

Believe it or not, your name was

lack of space and Colseybur's

keep many good things out of the

poetry

News these days.

Anyway, this brings us down to 10 p. m., and as
we have aJ. ready remarked, there must be space left for
Miss Reinhardt and

Colseybur's

poetry-and a word

of prayer for Jim Michael-and the usual publicity for
the History department.

Someday we'll take up where

we left off and go on wondering about Martha Holla

day and Izzie Barnfield and their military husbands,
and just all of you-Jim 1Scott, Mary Loretta McCar
thy, Bill Townes, and even Ole Poker Face.
Colseybur has no message-just come back
soon-or just come back when you can.

This year
someday

We'll stop the

war, wire those in these parts, start in after supper and
keep going until-well, until the iris bloom again.

COLSEYBUR.

will

be destroyed temporarily, and thousands of buildlnl

out of town and then slips in triumphantly, nabbing
a

the

Allies introduces a most devastating and morale-mm

is "so busy," you know-Navy social

life and what not.

bJ

Allied forces.

In these days Colseybur doesn't get many oppor
often, and

shot

down near him was a very pretty blonde.

is still single---0r was a few weeks ago.

tunities to sit in on the past.

thef

tight-lippej

and

seen in Calumet, and Walton Morris, in the Service,
what branch we have forgotten.

their

first birthday, a milestone which they are quite proud

"Red" Graham will send anyone a picture post card
from

Grant.

thing, though, that the buildings are fastened

Harold Middlesworth is on the Daily Oklahoman,

times.

thefts at Camp

or
or
sugar were recovered from the homes of the men. It

doing a bang-up job as one of the editors, and Reba
sweet, and efficient-the best girl

food

THE FINAL date on the senior social calendar

wll1

with the last note of Holmbrook's orchestra
day night.

mllll
if ft
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COLSEYBUR

Kickapoo Aristocrat
by ELP

GOODBYE EVERYBODY!

COLSEYBUR WIS HES to assure those who have turned to him for faith

On Commuting

and hope during the last nine months that he will continue to strive

to set the world a-right,,

If you have been dissatisfied with his service,

p·ease bear with him a while longer.
to all theaters of strife at once, at
least, as he would like to.
If you have

been

paying more
than the ceiling price for the News,

Colseybur would like to know just

how much

you

have

paid,

and

whether or not you have felt cheat

£d.

Colseybur

feels

that

there

should be no black-market for his

wares, but at the same time he is

always ready to receive cash con
tributions

for his cause.

Nothing

less than a penny nor more than a

do llar will be expected at this time,

as

Colseybur expects to launch his

grand drive in the

fall.

When the lights go on again all

We think that Roosevelt would do

well to hire the "Brown Bomber"

as a stand in for the return bout
L.

Lewis.

"Black

Diamond"

America is

·begin

ning to think alike-at least about
Washington.

With all our truck, we still do not

have a T Book.

his chickens.

Keep

get electrocuted.

out, or

you'll

It looks as if our faiculty are just

is that you have to turn around to
stare.

Dr. Metter's theme song:

Rah, Saginaw!"

"Rah,

We wonder if winter made an un

conditional surrender.

The "roll-ba.ck" is just

another

and dance act with the sky

still the limit.

our student body needs a stretch

er to go around.

but

That's the trouble.

And so the Paprika Korps got .pep

pered out.
We're

fighting for

our

right

to

boo the Dodgers, and we suppose,
to whistle at burlesque shows.
It's the owner

and not the "old

boat" that gets a spring cleaning.

A dim-out now means a black-out

during exams.

going

The roll-back in prices will follow

Washington tactics seem to ·be a

defense in depth.

alliance with the devil to save Brit
think he has done.

special

request and

to the collapse of Civilization or be
local

Club).

Home

and Garden

For one so terse and witty

and almost no newspaper.

And so devoid of pity

they can let their hair down-what's
left of it.

poW.an Club.

It's a little early to announce a

victory over your garden.

And possessing not much wealth

We'd start with too much stealth,
the e-0mmonwealth.

We're curious, though ·to know,
As committees come and go

S
metimes a hundred in a row)
(o
What happened with their show
To lay their findings low.
So if you'll please inform
Without an undue storm,

Or the use of chloroform
A serv'ice you'll perform

To those devoid of pity
·tee?"

is sad

news, indeed, to learn

that the "shorts" can't "cover."
Until

Dr. Edward's girls

faculty

meetings

"pink tea " affairs.

·

came

were just

zard planted the campus lamp posts

ula,te as to how the local citizenry

would respond in event of an actual

raid.

It is to be assumed .that someone

toon to see if we ihad had something

Ma,ttoon didn't have, and if so, the

mayor would prompt1y issue a proc
If a bomb hit, say in the middle

of Sixth

street, and

lef.t a thirty

foot hole, motorists would, no doubt,

continue as usual feeling that the

to recent rains.

And they might be

right.

there would be no particular con

cern, for every householder lhas on

Don't look forlorn.

anyway.

Why were you born?

con sternation, for eV'ery

Lack

State specifically,

of water would cause

no

old .timer

would assume that he had missed

the notice In The Courier, and be

Things to come

ing used to taking baths only when
and if the water reaches .the second

And the form is

floor,

Just red-tape.

he

would

night will do."

In the March of Time labor strikes

Fif.7y

planes

sigh,

"Tomorrow

circling

over

the

every hour.

Court House might cause local shop

War is war, but darned if we'll
spend our honeymoon a�· Fox Ridge.

urday night.

pers

Probably

Byrd's

next

expedition

wi11 be to the Little Campus.

There is nothing certain in this

world but death and taxation. The

only uncertainty is

really

comes first.

which

be

beautiful,"

sighed

lef';. the camp.

transition.

Oh,

well,

who

provided

Rationing

was not Tuesday afternoon or Sat
co.nclude

Some would, no doubt,

.that

the

attacking force

was ·'.hat squadron promised us for

the last Red Cross drive.

like

track;

fellow with the fewest points
win

the

race,

even

does get there first.

the

if

just

he

two

things would

be

possible

(a)

the bomb would be detonated in the

mud (b) the artic1es would be col

lected in quite as good shape af.ter
Things would

be

different,

of

If a wing of
the Main building were ·blown away,

course, ·at the college.

Hearts," only

we

needs must thumb my way home.

morn

usual, col

Colleges

are suffering from "ab

Until the Iris bloom again,

Signeg: Professor Colseybur.

I can

myself around a road sign so I look

and

positively wearied.
you,

can the

And then, I ask

drivers

help

them-

selves?
There are many types of people,
too, to whom we hitch-hikers offer

our company. Farmers by the score
have picked me up, and
before
reaching Mattoon, I am content that

in the back seat of the car, or play
a classical radio program in the

front seat.
And the Conard type,
who dissertates on men; and the

I know a plow share from a hog
trough.
Debutantes have suffered

en.

girls, too.

Storm type who dissertates on wornThere

Is

commuter

always

present

to

the

me to ride with them, and

Monroe

contribute

Traveling

salesmen,

other

who

choice items about the sewings of

from committee meetings in

Then there is the Icenogle type, who

homeward.

her sewing

club

the

night

daily must explain in

before.

detail

in peace).
And

the

Van

Laning1'J.am

to conventions in Decatur, assist me

the

muscle ·by muscle account gf, J:i\s
operation on a cat (may its rn�i ,res;t

rush

Paris

Lonely ladies offer me

rides that I might help them change
,a ti:l;e., should they acquire a flat
•

<i.n: i1J.e :foghway.
Jot tiders

careen

me

so

wildly

•tYIJe'.:'· ove'r th�·a.sphalt, that I still marvel

who will have us know )J1ii,t, fi;i,llen,. �.at be.in� al.ive.
Conscience-stricken
arches or no, h'! r-ould Ft111 mallipn� , mo4>Ilist.s dri.va me so safely,
so
late the ped:als c f en: airi:>hne-;, au�
; sdftfy; ind 4o; slqwly over the 11

the O'Neil type who s�t.> in r.i�
ner and looks wise.
Drivers

'-,

c oliecti.n'g:mnes •ttrat• I curse myself
for not having brought my lunch

c.oi-

are

human as drivers go; but the Walsh
type does leave us a bit uneasy,
when he tries to read magazines on
the way home.

Dear to our hearts are the followers of the Miller boys who, in

turn have with their discussions of

the merits and demerits of cutting

broomcorn, endeared us to the e-0mmon working man.
Nor can we

ever forget the DaV'is type who explains a,bout each article of her at-

tire, where It came from, how much

it cost, and its life expectancy.
And finally there is that rare type
lead by Wilson, who drives the car

along.
Ministers I have ridden with, and
each has had the pleasure of sav'ing

·

my soul.

Educators have picked me

up (probably to study me for a case
history) and on the average are
quite dull.

Though they may talk

on many subjects, always they end

with "Youth and the Future of Ed
ucation In Tomorrow's America," or
vice versa.
On the whole, everybody asks me
the

same

qupestions

and

on the

whole I give the same answers. Now
I have a standard set for any occas

ion.

I can even, and I confess I am

janttor

their 8:00 classes; and the Randolph

come at certain points In the road.

fessors would probably make ·their

and goes back to bed.
Ah yes, they ·are a colorful and
Of
commuters.
queer lot,
these

lege

professors

as

merely

concluding

that .the high school was being dis
missed

early.

Should

the

assignments

as

usual, leaving . t he

of the students coming back.

We think, on the whole, Charles

ton would respond admirably, con
cluding that it
again.

was

Certainly

1917 all over

no

amount

of

bombing would disorganize Dr. Cole
man.

Miss Ellington would be most.

indignant and surely say, "This in
should

committee."

be

DT.

reported

Buzzard

to

the

would

hastily check the 1ist of male stu

draf.t.

Miss Booth

ed, at least In the libra.ry.

Students

he will not be by in time to make
type who says "I don't give a darn,''

course not all these types were ever

accumulated in one car at one time.
They have come and gone and grad
uated throughout the years as com

muters are wont to do, each .leav�

ing In his wake a bit of philosophy

and a touch of liberal education for
his associates.

McAfee

would say,

"you're

Off the

Grass'

which

event

faculty

wives

Some

one would ·be sure .to remark, "Did
double?"

The consensus of

be easy .to predict.

opinion

would

"We're not In

.the Chamber of commerce will cer

administration?" he would ask.
The wounded, If any, would pro
ceed

immediately

c'lasses.

to

their

P.

E.

"If you're well enough to

be out when there is bombing," Miss

Ah, yes, this is the Renaissance of
And commuting is an

modern art.
art.

Tri Sigs Bid Sisters
Adieu With Waffles
A WAFFLE breakfast for the seven

William

Zeigels'

May

on

16, at Mrs.

Fourth street

by Mrs. Fiske Allen, honorary mem
ber

of

Sigma

Sigma

Sigma,

Mrs.

purple and

in

could you expect from a republican

"What e lse

Packards, Studebakers, and Fords

-I have known them all.

would continue to knit in the dark

favor of this. It'll mean more taxes."

Dr. Seymour.

invariably

come in the midst of a faculty par

From the ruins one figure would

emerge,

which

Edga.r Harden, and Mrs. Zeigel, pa
tronesses.

you

signs.

well

It might well be t
. hat a raid could

va.cation ?"

up several 'Keep

answer to the .par

questions

graduating Tri Sigmas was given

and to .talk about rationing.

Mr. Monier would put

give the right

ticular

Eunday morning,

would ask Dean Heller, "It is true
that we're g.oing to have a week's

senteeism"-just another "ism."

nocent type as my looks belie.

always let my hair droop and drape

nostalgize a bit, we have the Nord-

ty,

the

body thinks I am the youthful, in

bragging, drop off to sleep and still

so bad as the

yet

I have little difficulty in procur

ing a ride, because, I think, eV'ery

quist type, who must play his violin

would insist that silence be preserv

and

"It Hap

not so shapely.

There are types and types of commuters to make life interes�ing. To

If you hear of any "meaty sub
jects," let us know.
We'll furnish

Crime doesn't pay,

in

ing motorist. I too have tried Miss
Colbert's trick�but my knees are

If It is winter and

snatch· 40 more fitful winks.

Second, Clau

Colbert's scene

her skirt kneeward to snare a pass

sun has rjsen, we chatter about the
closer

First, the invention

automobile.

pened One Night" when she lifted

If it is spring and the

snuggle

the

dette

ling, book in one hand, coffee cup

enough to fake P. E."

war goes on.

to two events.

of

board the automobile, fresh, spark

dents, and if none were missing he
would feel .that actual war was not

"mea ty" courses.

Hitch-hiking as an art is fairly
recent. Its birth can .be traced ·back

it, after living 22 mile s a day with
the same faces! In the morning we

we

the second,

Now I feel like

near Five Points. landmark Of my
people.

But one does meet and learn to

dark,

I

a mechanical man everytime I get

tolerate so many people in the com
mutation racket. How can one help

still

follow,

first year it was fun;

barely entertaining.

Now I am more mature and do not
thrill easily.

dawning day.

pursuits to

Hitch- hiking is quite an auto
matic process with me now. The

to delV'e

object of conunuting is the

wouldn't know whether to begin with
students or faculty.

predestined

extra-curricular activities.

In the other.

connections

and who calls up at 8 with a roaring head, to inform his riders that

cident

We'd turn this column into "Ad

vice for Lonely

In event

building leisurely and meeting most

Come on, Carbon

isn't

that it

think to ring the fire bell, the pro
already

dale, with your Cahokia UniV'ersity.

doesn't

up,

classes would continue

Our most sacred tradition seems
be

look

wards as before.

can

the buck private as Dorothy 'Lamour

to

to

of a direct hit on the Sale Barn,

Even the faculty are looking for

Who still ask, "Why is a commit-

that electric

hand an ample supply of candles,

our own knife and fork.

And not in cuneiform,

the time

lights were invented until Dr. Buz

which ·are used at regular in�erva.1.s,

Fill in the blank;

The waters are .backing-up again

(But we're cautious of our health)

has

virtual blackout every

a

night from

Charles�on

If the lights were off indefinitely,

in Little Egypt.

We'd write the thing ourself

been in

.that

ruts had grown a little deeper due

Chapel is fast becoming a Cosmo

pruned, now needs spraying.

On "Why Is A Committee?"

FACT

lamation calling for rejoicing.

ure that if they get in the Service,

The Tree of Knowledge,

Who'll write a little ditty

Praising

now we have an office

wants to go back to Bach?

Here's a dollar in the kitty

THE

make

and

It was something thrilling, like col
lege by a c orrespondence course.

It Can Happen Here

to

Mattoon

freshman, we con
sidered commuting quite the lark.

would immediately check with Mat

We used .to have a newspaper and

"War

to be read by Dr. Eeymour just prior
the

That's what the Republicans

each

fail

with the car, or when I have other

When but a

along with his iris leads us .to spec

Churchill said he w ould make an

of

I

way

have the money to begin with, then
it is quite a saving.

to

who retired from dancing.

when

my

walk

saving of money; and If one doesn't

a "concerted" effort to keep things
alive.
are

city

forth

into my
The

I

I live at home in the not

distant

travel

The first seeds we planted were

we

college.

through.

just "peace feelers."

have to press back in service those

left its mark one me. In evenings

You have heard about and admir

too

as if

And hitch-hiking. This noble and

ed those people who work their way
through

speaking, a commuter is one

athletic form of commuting has also

still a commuter.

'Lily-Pons.

looks

My travel is irregu

lar and so are my rates, but I am

It was a sad day when the Ad
to
ministration turned from Iris

It

Technically

regularly at commu-

tation rates."

have beans or watermelons.

Why Is A Committee?
(Written .by

It is second nature with me.

who "travels

Have taken shape,

Anyone may become a senator or

president.

along,

Ciano,

We suppose that the faculty fig

The trouble with saluting a WAAC

It

on

We are waiting to see whether we

no office;

the "garden variety" of teachers.

fore

count s

we'll take Count Fleet.

ain.

Dr. Rothschild is electrified over

song

---- ------

Mussolini

inversly the roll-ba.ck of Germany.

Everybody In

Like many of the other arts, such as doughnut
dunking, nothing has bern written or published on the subject. But
nevertheless, who can say that doughnut dunking is not an art?
I am a commuter by profession. For three years I have commuted.

Naturally, Colseybur can't attend

The Music department has made

over the world, Charleston will still
be unique.

with John

COMMUTING IS an art.

Yes,

it

could happen here,

but

tainly see to it that it doesn't. They
always see .to that.

And be confi

dent that the Rotary Club members
would

make

should

we

up

say,

·that

meeting,

·bombing?

or

Decorations

were

carried

white, sorority

out in
colors,

and each girl w as presented with a

purple and white corsage.
the

During

breakfast a miniature diploma

with appropriate verse on it

given to each girl.

was

The seven sen

iors are Margaret Rademaker, Jean
ne

Gress,

Moore,

Jean

Martha

Freebarin,

and

Gossett,

Husted,

Bessie

Martha

Marjori,e

Townsend.

Special guests were: Miss Gertrude
Hendrix,

faculty

sponsor,

Mr.s. R.

G. Buzzard, Mrs. H. F. Heller, and

Mrs Charles Miller, patronesses.
.
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Hood Colors Show
Source of Degrees

Ingram Is Still uOld Maid11

California,

·to

FROM NEW York

Johnson Directs
Cecilian 's Finale

Elephant's
Child . . .

DIRElCTED BY

by Ruth Maness

from Tennessee to Michigan come
the

colorful

h od

linings

of

their

take part

in

the

march, Friday

Commencement

afternoon,

May

28.

Colors worn by the facugy sym

bolize

degrees received from the
following colleges and univer�itiee:
Black •and gold, University of Mis

souri ;

blue

(light)

and white, Co

lumbia University;

Eastern;

blue

blue and gray,

and gold, University

of Pittsburgh ; blue and orange, Uni

versity of Illinois ;
Indiana

St.ate

blue and white,

Teachers

College;

blu.e and white, Pennsylvania State

College ; cardinal, Stanford Univer
sity ; cardinal, University of Wiscon
sin ; cardinal and gold, University of
Southern C'alifornia; crimson, Harv

Burnetta. Dillier and Earl Snearley

. . . . May and George minus their grease paint

the

the
commence-

contribution

Players

annual

forty-fourth

to

In "Post Road," Bur-

ment season.

en C. Robbins, Eastem dramatics
is presenting a play in
director,
to

direct contrast

much dis-

his

cussed winter presentation of "LaWihere· ·the
dles in Retirement."

winter play was a detailed psycho!logical study, Post Road is an extremely gripping tale of an old

maid, iher sister and .brother-in-law,
and •their three�act battle with a
kidnap
:them.

on

in

moves

which

gang

The plot of Post Road concerns
Emily Madison, played by Marjorie

Lngram of Charleston. Miss Madison, who is a spinster, acoommodates tourists at her home on the
.Boston

The night Dr.

IP'ost Ro ad.

Spender, played by Raymond Metter, asks 'bhat sh e take i n his pa-

tient, Connie Bell, who has become
ill while touring, Emily makes room
for not only the sick girl . and the

of Michigan;

man-power

shortage. He carries one of the ma

j or roles, :the Reverend Mr. Cart
wright.

When queried about the charac;·

Tcrue, I'm still in the same

'rut' as an old maid, but this old

maid, Emily Madison, is somewhat

coquetish

in

her

actions.

I

even

have to flirt with the minister In a
subtle sort of way.

Of course, as

Emily would say, this has its bright

sides.' "
Earl

ment:
old

Snearley

made this

"Aw, I'm

man

with

just a

com

henpecked

Betty

Bill,

Heise

as

Betty

Celi:a,

Riohmond as Mrs. Canby, Bertha
Myers as Jeeby Cashier, and Don
Lee
McKinney as Virgil Bemis.

Cammon <takes the part of Willie
and Jim Roberts takes the part of
.Jay.

$1.00 up; · all genuine leather.--0. P.
coon, The Dependable Jeweler, 408
Sixth St.

Men's Suits Called iFor
and Delivered
The

................... .

75C

blue, Gettysburg

College;

peacock

ed the cantata "Pan on a Summer

rheumatism

and

a

"Sister Madison

to society ! "

is

a

J.ane Robinson heads .the costume

committee,
George

while

Briggs

Bina

and

Jo

Refine,

Jene

Louise

Public

Relations

red

and

gray, Ohio State University ; scarlet

versity ;

Western Reserve

Uni

vermilion and white, Uni

versity of South Dakota ; violet, New
York University ; ya.le blue, Yale
University ; yellow and green, Colo
rado State College of Agriculture.

will

a<;ldress

Pierso l Ascends to
H igh Commercial Post
Pi,

national honorary

fraternity

junior, was elected to succeed Grace
Guthrie as president. Wanda Nico

son

was

ma

Grubb was

chosen

succeeding

as

vice-president,

Ruth Hathaway ;
elected

Thel

secretary

treasurer, succeeding Alice Cooper;

and

Leona

historian,

Piersol.

Henschen

succeeding

was

Mary

elected

Beth

T H E STUD E N TS'
MA R K ET

departmmt
the

IS

ADKINS' MARKET

senior

on !Friday, May 28, as the. featured

Tenth and Lincoln

CLIVE DIC K
PLUMBING
Plwnbing,

AND

Logan's Hardware
We have Wilson and Goldsmith Tennis Rackets
Balls.

Also Golf Balls, B aseball

Gloves, B alls and many other items

Beating and

Metal WorlE
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dance.''

Homecoming

Darrel Clarie "Miss Booth's library
classes."

Ethel Cassida: "The most Impres
sive

event to

me

was

went down to the train

when we

to see the

boys off, because it showed there
was a great deal of school spirit

by

m.

P1aul

Bliss tells

the story of Pan's adventures

from

the first hint of dawn on a sum
mer day

to the rising of the fUll

mocm at night.
The blue lighting for early

morn,

the brightening of stage in red
finally

white

and

ll:ghts for dawn, the

darkening of stage and flashes

of

lightening for the storm, the dim

ming of light.'l

to the soft blue of

evening-all these contributed to the
impressiveness of the musicale.
Accompanist

was George Briggs.

left even though there were less

Personnel included : First soprano-.

it."

Brown, Nadine Cantrell, Wilma Jean

students, and
Oliver

I had begun to doubt
"One

AnderhaJter :

after

noon up at Normal there was a

little baseball game. For the de
tails. ask Lantz.''

Marge Ingram : "I think the Ballet
Russe impressed me most because
I

had

always

wanted

to see

it.

and I had heard so much about

it-and it lived up to my expecta
tions."

John S<·anavino : "Mr. Angus' P. E.
classes."

Ruth Ramsey: "I would say the Lit
tlefield Ballet impressed me most
and the

beauty of the perform

Another thing that

joyed was

a

talk

by

I en

Corneliv.s

Vanderbilt, Jr. The opera, "aMr
tha" :too, I ·though was very good."
Ada

Crane:

"The thing that

has

impressed me most was initiation
into Ka.ppa Delta

Sally

Bai,nbridge,

Daily,

Mary

Estell,

Paula

Lee

Dorothy

Durston,

Ellen

Clarice

Jeanne Fox, Virginia

Hayden, Betty J. Lewis, Louise Mc
cumber,

Eliza;beth

Moss,

Anna R.

Stansfield, a nd Lucille Stansfield.
Second soprano-Elizabeth

BurgEspy, Alice

ener, Louise Doak, Ruth

Irma

Hoult, Eveiyn Knezik, Cath·

Nessi,
Pollyanna
Peterson,
Nina Swearingen, Dorothy Vail, and
erine

Thelma Whiteleather.

First

alto-Mary

Ashby,

Eliza-

beth Craig, Jane Oraig, Betty

GreGrant
Marvin, Betty Richmond, and Virsham, JE.an Livingston, Mary
ginia Smith.

Second alto-Betty Arnold ,

ia Borders, Mary

VirginE. Grossman, Bet-

ty Fae Reeder, Melvina Refine, Vivian

Turner,

Betty

Geneva Weidner.

Wellm an,

and

P'i.'"

Joan Sheeks: "The one program that
stands out in my mind is the Bal 
let Russe because it was different
here.

I N CHARLESTO N

It was so colorful."

IT'S

c
A
R
FL O R I S T S
0
L
L
'S
PHONE 39
For
Expert Workmanship

K EIT H ' 8

BREA o .
11Ask for it
II

by name

KEITH 'S
BA K E Ry
Wholesale

Bakers al

Holsum Bread
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS

I

For those after-movie snacks or refreshmen ts,
come to the place where quality comes fi rst

Corner Confectionery

m

I

Sporting Goods:

TELEPHONE 81

NoYtheast Corner Square

Logan's Hardware
P H O N E 444

N orth Side Square

Meadow Gold Homo genized Milk is slightly fla
vo red
uted

THOMPSON'S
Phone

throughout

t h e

M eadow Gold D ai ry

11The Biggest Little Store in Town"
Free Delivery

with the crea m

milk. You'll like it.

MARKET

Open Sunday, 7-11

-

which is evenly distrib-

RUSKIN

BEATING
Sheet

were here and the

The cantata

Basement Linder Building

741 Sixth St.

68

in my

auditorium at 8 : 15 p.

Breen's B arber Shop

Montgomery Cleaners
Phone

coming is also outstanding

mind because of all the bands that

COME TO

erclses.

Quality

Best in

The Cossacks. But the 1942 Home

Day" on Friday, May 14, in the Main

from anything we have ever had

and a member of the Education de

partment,

me were the Llttlefield Ballet and

ance.

Zeigel Speaks
the

be the most impressive things to

white, Agricultural and Mechanical

Northwestern University ;

in business education, the organiza
tion elected its new officers for the
coming year. Mary Beth Piersol, a

said,

you have experien�ed in college?
Margaret Rademaker: "I think may

because of the skill of the dancers

menace

bins

WHAT IS the most impressive event

blue, Upper Iowa University ; purple,

AT A special meeting of Pi Omega

and

Meeker made fine leather bill
folds-the small size for ladies and
a varied assortment of designs for
priced
plain;
or
men-embossed

Minnesota ; orange and navy

short wave radio" ; while B. c. Rob

speaker of the commencement ex-

Others
Snearley as George Preble, Burrtetta
Dillier as May Preble, Emily Greer
ss Mrs. Cashier, Jack Soderholm as

<l'f

·and white,

ferent from what I have played In

intentions.

Earl

sity

maroon and gold, Univer

the past.

is to portray, Marge Ingmm

!hold of the baby and contact the

include

College ;

stated, "This role is somewhat dif

ter she

class of the Humboldt High school

in 1lhe cast

ers ; maroon and gold, Iowa State

C'ollege of Texas ; scarlet and cream,
University of Nebraska; scarlet and

DR. WILLIAM H. Zeigel, head of

police before the crooks realize her

maroon and blue,

George .P'eabody College for Teach

Piecing together sus
is con

vinced she is harboring a kidnap
She maneuvers to get
ped ohild.

maroon, The Univer

sity of Chicago ;

Director Robbins also aicts .in the

i.ater Emily suddenly hecomes con
scious of ·the fact that, while rthere

picious circumstances, she

Clark University.

Green and white, Michigan State

� _ju� : .

is an infant in the house, there has

gold

College ; maize and blue, University

Bail.> :are .serving as rthe property
doctor, but a nurse and ch:a'.lf fiur1 ·
corrumttee.
Emily Greer and Jane
the nurse being played by: . :J(ian
. ,s teP.h
, eiison 11-re serving as assistant
y
hauf
Sheeks ,
ur
•and
•the
c
fe
· · l:>
ilirect ors. ,.
Jack Livergood. After a few am{- •
<•B ec
v:;r I'.,cC:der, Gene ·Pr'ice, and
.
ious hours 0 f wai·t·mg, · the doctor
Bessil-\ Tvv;1L�en<l. are ddng make-up
announces tJh at ,the �.irl
and 7irr> R obE'.its; ' Ed :Day, Betty
become the motih�r of a bahy-. - ,
Richmon'd, and Bina' Jo Refine comDr. Spender rthereupon engages
pos e the stage crew.
the entire Madison home. A week

been no bl:rith.

dandelion yel

low , ' University of Rocheste r ;
green and white,

-------

play to alleviate rthe

Indiana University ;

and black, State University of Iowa ;

"Post Road" Becko ns Col lege
Tomorro� Night

TOMORROW EVENING at 8 : 15 the
curtain will rise on " Poot Road ,"

ard University ; crimson and cream,

Miss M. Irene John-

son, the Cecilian Singers present·

members of the · Eastern faculty, as
academic robes will indicate as they

2.4,••

156

PHONE 7

'

��
��
���--���

..,--�-

Cec i l ians S i n g 11 Pa n
On a S u m m e r Day11

Anderhalter, Doak
In Joint Recital

By Miss Harriet Love

(By !William Zeigel)
In

Louise

Miss

recital,

instrumental

IF YOU have
and

voice

joint

delightful

a

Doak, c.. .1 tral'o, and Oliver Ander
halter playing on baritone instru
an interesting eve

ment, provided

ning for a ni-ce-sized and apprecia
tive group of friends and music

lovers Tuesday evening in the Main
auditorium of the college.
Miss

Doak

was

accompanied

by

Anderhalter

by

M. Irene Johnson of the Music de
partment

and Mr.

George Briggs, junior student in the

Music department

not

i'orgotten

your

"Wonder Book" you know the Wil

liams

college

Bright.

You

Tanglewood,
ination

authorities,
ohildren

by

he held

enthralled

Fairy tales.

classical

tlhe

by

Pringle

his

Greek

Those students, of our

own col·lege, known as t·he Cecilian

Singers, charmed ·their audience as
surely

as

Eustace,

charmed ibis .

a century

Like

strel of old, ·t hey

a

ago,

Greek min

sang a story-a

As the Greek

piano was their lyre.

ditional variety to the program of

t:he dirnctor, combined and balanced

both performers.

an ad

The baritone in

svument, with its mellow, song-like
quality made an effeetive

contrast

to the rich quality of the contralto
voice.

Miss Doak

opened

the

program

with a nice rendition of "Ah ! Mio

( Ah !

My

Heart)

Frederick Handel.

by

George

This was follow

ed with two other groups of interest
ing and varied numbers.

She has

a rich voice with a wide range of

clear, natural tones, parti1,, ·1 a.r1y in
th e lower register.

Miss Doak has

a pleasing stage presence and sMJ.g
her

numbers

with

derstanding.

second

with a

group,

poise

and

At the close
she

was

un

of

her

presented

and

floral bouquet

at the

close of the final group with a beau
tiful basket of iris.

!Mr. Anderhalter played two grou:ps

of rather well-known numbers . The
songs

were

well

chosen

and

adapted to the ins�rument.

well

In his

first group, he played "I Love Thee"
·by Grieg and "My Heart At Thy
Sweet Voice" by Sain t Saens.

In his

second group, he played two Sclrn

,bert numbers, "Serenade" and "Ave
Maria" which were particularly well
performed.

Two numbers "Stars of

the Velvety Sky" and "'Bride of the

Waves " by Her·bert Clark gave him

to show technical

opportunity

an

ability.

Mr.

Anderhalter

,

has

recently

transfererd from the cornet to the
baritone

and

gave

performance.

an

interesting

Both Miss Johnson and Mr. Briggs

played the accompaniments in their

and instrument, s::i Mis.s

Johnson,

39

the pianist's fine work and the

responsive voices, ·to produce beau
tiful and varied effects.
Throughout the concert, the audi-

- ence was in a world created by tJhe
music,

a

terror

of

melodious

"from

the

world of light

and color, with beauty ev·en in the
quickly

a

were

last Thursday, Dr. o. L. Railsbai�k.

Ann Shoemaker

head of the Physics department at

WESTERN I·LLINOIS State Teachers
sham
from

.great

the

first

All .too

storm.

listeners

light

taken

rt;o

of dawn

the rising of the full moon of sum- .

mer night ."

Now, through a drab

day unrelieved by song or sun, ·those
listener s can remember .the

lovely

college

was

battle

given

the

the scene

..(t;h Service

The

of

a

by 800 soldiers

command,

�•

Ohicago.

soldiers

brought

tanks, jeeps, artillery and other war

College

curriculum

of

keep

wartime.

abreast

of

nation

up

in

A course in victory gar

dening has been

years.

the

installed

Also a class in parachute rig

ging is offered, as well as a welding

class.

The Vidette, semi-weekly publica

tion of Normal, ran a full-page wel
come to their Naval Air Cadets from
the merchants of Normal.
come

included

a

few

The wel

interesting

paragraphs about the cadets as well

two large pictures of

them

at at

tention and while marching.

Ohio State University now offers

sunbeams gathering dewdro:ps from

pare them for army or navy

summer

shower,

the

delicious

drowsiness of noon by tlhe river, .the

drama of the storm, the beauty of
Pan's lament, .the

dancing

stars.

of

the

Not only the inward eye was filled

with beauty.

The singers, in lovely

dresses of white and exquisite colors,
were

grouped

to

make

a

picture

that is remembered as an important
part of ·the eve-ning's pleMure .

Into Pan's bright day came jar

ring notes of fear and sor.row: fear
of the

storm,

row for

the

and

f·allen

tJhe

moon ;

oak.

But

sor

the

der 18 years of age in order to pre

The

courses

physics,

include

chemistry,

life.

mathematics,

geology,

draft 

ing, meteorology, English, and for

eign languages.

dale received an answer to a letter

to Madame

written
Shek.

Chiang

Kai

The letter thanked them for

naming

their

dormitory

after

and wished them all success.
Students

of

her

Millikin

University

tioned on their campus.

The cadets

presented a flag to the cadets sta
presented

arms

while

the

"Star

Paul

left the field when the color guard

his

cantata

Day" .to

Singers

JohThSOn

be

might

We felt that

'have

On

"Pan

sung •by

directed
and

George Briggs .

a

composed
Summer

the Cecilian

by

Marget

We

president of

the

Student

came forward and received the flag.

on Sunday evening, May 16, at the

dormitory. Sweet peas decorated the

That Certain
Sweet Girl
Graduate

Larson.

tions, and gardenias were given to

Deserves Something Spe cial

usual good manner.

Pem i tes Teo Off
O n Mothers' Day

Speech Frat Adds
Fou r to R o l l C o l l
SIGMA

CHAPTER of

PEMBERTON

Pi

Kappa

I5elta initiated four new members

home of
initiated

Betty M.

Dr.

Dr.

and Mrs.

The neopJ'J.ytes
were

Jene

Lewis,

Ll.rson.

Joan Sheeks,

P. Melville
who

were

Louise

Bails,

Helen Stites,

Eileen

and

McCormack,

and Mr. B.

C. Rob

ins, Pi Kappa Delta members, in

itiated the

with the combination of talents.

neophytes in the pres

tained

gave short extemporaneous speeches
on

humorous subjects.

girls
at

entera ban

tables and corsages of roses, carna

the mothers.

from

::m:m;;m•

all times an Exclusive Line
"Jo-Jayne"
"Junior

Lane"

Juniors'

Juniors,

Co-Ed"

and

Dresses;

also "Mme. Louray" Orig
inals, a youthful large size

Wa rne r Depa rts for
M i l i ta ry Se rvice

dress in sizes 16% to Z41;2.
PRICES

ROBERT A, Warner, assistant professor

of

Music

at

Eastern

has

been called to military service un

der Selective Service.

Store.

$4.99 $}9.99
to

Gloves - Compact

will

Texas,

early next week.
Dr. Railsback joine::I the s taff at

Eastern in 1924, after having taught
physics

and

mathematics

at

Dr. Railsback obtained his

Indiana University.

He was grant

ed his Ph. D. Degree in 1937, also

from

Indiana

University.

He is a member

Kappa,
al

honorary

fraternity

of

for

·

Delta

professioo

men

in

the

national honorary society.

Since coming to Eastern, Dr. Rails

back has taken much

many

activi•ties

of

the

�-

elected

and

j.
LIr.

,�

·

·

·

new staffs for

coming school

--· · ·

•

M. S l ude r

Next year's

ly are Eugene iPlrice,
editor;

Ray Metter,

degree

from the Eas tman. School of Music

at Rochester, New York in June of
His B. A. degree

that same year.

and
Donald Mead, a ist.ss
ant editors;
Da1e
Williams, bu s i n e s s

manager ; and Ferrel Atkins, .assist
ant business manager.

Leading the WARBLER masthead

is Madaline Sluder, who was elect

interest in

institution.

Allen and

Ruth Maness will serve

Pilger, Jr.,

w.as

as associates of Miss Sluder.

was obtained from the Iowa

State

Teachers

F'alls,

Iowa.

College

at

C'edar

While on our campus Mr. Warner

handled the instrumental work and

pacity of WARBLER business man
ager.

He will be assisted by Helen

Lee Stevens .

You will find your News advertisers
courteous, accommodating, friendly.
Make their acquaintance.

Rei n h a rd t S peaks for
Del ta Kappa G a m m a
DR. EMMA Reinhardt, head of the

ad dressed

AT T H E COR N E R OF

on Friday evening, May 14, at Boone,

TE N T H & L I NCOLN

national honor fraternity for wom

you wi l l find the best

Reinhardt has served

m

Education

a

department,

meeting of Delta Kappa Gamma

Iowa.

Delta

en in t-he

Kappa

field of

Gamma is a

education. Miss
as

national

.

.

c a r service - gas,

l u b ri c a n ts

and

car

was h i ng eq u i pment.

THERE 18 NO SUBSTITUTE
FOR QUALITY
A good hair cut just doesn't hap
pen-it is the result of long ex
perience and careful attention.
You can get that kind of service
at the

HOLMES BARBER SHOP

N EW E LL'S
SE RVI C E STATI ON
South Side of Lincoln Street
AT TENTH

Southwest Comer of Square

Staple Groceries--School Supplies
Lincoln A·venue Grocery
W. E. GOSSETT, Proprietor
Located One-Half Block East of Campus

WILL R O G E R S

Hosiery - Handkerchiefs
Etc.
and Her Favorite Store
IS

D r e s s - Well
Shops

___

helped to ·build the orchestra from
a

small

organization

into

a

The
FASCINATING
BARBARY
COAST

'*i

*l

Stylists for Women
and Misses

STA N D AT T H E TO P

K I N G B R 0 S. Book and Stationery STORE
West Side

Square

sym

phony orchestra well known in -this

part of the state for -the quality of
its work.

RAZO R B LA D ES - L I G HT B U LB S D I N N E RWA R E - PAI NTS - E NAM E LWA R E

The latest Victor, Columbia and
Decca Classical and Popular
Records

and Albums.

HUCKLEBERRY
Jewelry and Music Store

H O U S EWARES - S P O RT I N G GOO DS

F R O M M E L H A R D WA R E
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

PHONE 49'2

e

W E D.-T H U RS.- F R l .-SAT.- MAY 26-27-28-29

For a complete assortment of Stationery, Zipper Note
Books, Sheaffer Pens and Other School Supplies, visit

PHONE 428

Fred

elected t o the ca

Whether It's in Royalty or Merchandise

11 K I N G S 11

editor ;

Roberts

7 for induc �ion at Peoria.

having received his M. A.

heads

of •the campus week-

He left May ·

Mr. Warner joined the staff at
Eastern in the fall of 1938 soon after

year,

19 4 44 .
3-

' James

·

on

publica

1 as s oc i a te

.

� ·

rthe

WARBLER for the

.

�

J,. .

:

last week

ed editor of ;the yearbook. Mildred

Plhi

and

I

.

. the

bachelor's and master's degrees from

Jewelry - Lingerie
Scarfs - Slacks

We carry in our stock at
"Betty

Favorite

Bag - Blouses

West Side Square

of

Her

The gift could be-

Jim46A

::::0

LEE'S FASHION SHOP

member.

and Dr. Larson. In order that the
new members might prove them
selves worthy of membership, they

HA;LL
mothers

quet on Mother's Day, May 9 at the

ence of Miss Hoberta Poos, another

A buffet-supper was served at 7 p .
m. in honor of the new members.
Speakers were Dr. William Zeigel

their

He

tions bo ard
the New�

held

evening,

Fresh and Cured Meats-Fruits and Vegetables

by

were satisfied

Field,

lGJ
l . - ·TJrnrsday

Council

Irene

accompanied

Corps.

Girls of Kai-Shek Hall at Carbon

Spangled Banner" was played. The

Bliss

Air

Randolph

president of the organization.

audience could find no janing note
in the performance.

Army

for

field of education, and of Sigma Xi,

"pre-induction" courses to boys un

goss amer webs, the freshness of tJhe

leave

for two

morning sounds of P'an-pipes awak

ening -the world, the picture of the

st'.ttes

cie, Ind.

Kansas

State College has been stepped

to

the Teachers college, frl.as been sworn

in as First Lieutenan·t in the United

Ball State Teachers college at Mun

equipment for battle and parade.

story of Pan on a summer day. The

singer combined and balanced voice

instrumental numbers gave

made by President R. G. Buzzard

with marvelous imag

unhampered

A T A meeting

ACCORDING TO an announcement

by

at

how,

P u b l i cations Boa rd
Picks S l u d e r, Price

Railsback Offers
Services to A rmy

They Also
Serve

Eustace

studen�.

remember

The contrast of the vocal with the

Cor"
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Leaguettes and Unioneers

B I G G U N S''
OF 1 943
IN REVIE W
Panorama

Two of a Kind

. . . Legion Lee

•

Cammolll

. . . . Margery Thomas

•

•

•

.

James Hanks

News Editor

.

.

.

•

. . . . Raymond

Charlotte Greene

J.Uelter

Raising Old Glory

•

.

Business

.

.

Dale

Wililams

Manager
.

. . . Homecomin:r

La Heise and La Husted
•

•

•

•

Boy Scouts raise flag in student ceremonMI

Look
Them
Over!
Mmm!

Wieners-Remember!

�
•

•

•

•

lf Ziegfield could only see us

n<>w
•

•

•

•

A happy scene previous to the point system

•

•

,

•

The Sheepskin Parade
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H
O
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O
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The Pause That

R

efreshes

·I
•

.

.

•

Jean Gossett
.

.

•

.

Ross Stephenson

. . . . Claude Hayes

•

•

•

•

No rma Jane King

Councils
Spartan

. . . . Esther Pinkstaff
•

.

•

•

Jean Kimbrough

•

•

•

•

Louis Schultz

•

•

•

•

Jea.nne Cress

.

•

.

. Ralph Irvin

-and They Sang and They Sang
'

Lt. Wood of the Pacific O cean

.

•

.

•

The final note, and a season of return engagements is over

T

he Cream of the Crop

. . '

.

The Student Council Presents : "Who is Who"

•

•

•

•

Lt. Harry Wood receives Navw Cross

l
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Borneo

Profs Swap Pens For Swords

EASTE RN . . .

Faculty Mem bers Leave �astern
To Serve Cou n try
C o l lege C o n tr i b u tes
Fou rteen F i g h ters
TODAY'S WAR is
experts

and

one

fought by

technicians,

and

a

number of Eastern faculty, realizing
the need for skilled men, have gone
to the aid of our country.

Twelve

ward

PLANS

coping

to-

direc ' ed

with

the

nOJ.tional

a. m., with registration for the first

forces, and another is scheduled to

half term.

leave this week.

term will consist of a half term of

7 to

from June

July 16, and a five week half term

'Wlashington,

from July 19 to August 20.

and

some

with

are seeing

our

The following

fighting

are

former

faculty members serving our cause :
Ensign Raymond S. Blake, former
coach at
now

TC high

stationed

school,

at

who

Lambert

is

Field,

St. Louis, Missouri.
the Geography department, w.ho ts
stationed

Aeronautics

at

of

the

the

Bureau

Navy

of

Depart

ment at Washington, D. C.
First

Panther

tory <:ourses for instructors in this
the Physics department during the
firs� six weeks, and will consist 01'

coach,

fication of

aircraft, civil air regu

lations, aerial dynamics and power
'
plants, meteorology, and navigation .
Teachers in such fields

Carson,
now

in

are

now

Mathematics, physics, and chem
istry will be
·
especially stressed, due

mer member of the Music depart

1:-0 the increasing necessity for teach
ers of other subjects to take over
these courses.
It will be possible

ment,

for an entire year of mathematics,

Birmingham, Alabama.
Corporal Donald E. Johnson, for
now is

Wjarren,

at

Fort Francis

E.

including trigonometry, algebra, and

Wyoming.

Lieutenant

(jg)

Stanley C. Rob

inson, former member of the Com
merce department, who

is

serving

analytics

to be

obtained.

Summer school workshops will be
a new feature during the

first six

somewhere at sea in command of

weeks.

a ship's gun crew.

as the construction of a course of

M.

Significant

problems

such

!Waffle,

a course of study for a given city

former English teacher, who is now

or county, rural-school management,

Lieutenant

Eugene

serving in Washington, D. C.
Lieutenant

(jg)

Roy

K.

organization

Wilson,

former head of the public relations
o:ff ice, who is now at DePauw uni
versity.
Lieutenant (sg) James M. Thomp
son, former head of the Commerce
department,

now

in

Cedar

Falls,

Iowa.
Ensign

Grace

Wlilliams,

former

member of the English department,
who is serving with the WAVES in
Milledgeville,

Georgia.

Miss Ruth Paul, who worked in
t.he library, and is now serving with
the

WAAC's

at

Fort

Des

Mines,

Iowa.
Robert

A.

Shiley,

YZ.C,

of

the

English department, and director of
many plays while
Boulder,

here,

now

at

Colorado.

Dr. Leo Dvorak, former head of

the

Music

department,

and

Dr.

of

a

county

course, or science
grade,

can be

for

studied

by teachers

Students

may

work

singly

ExtTa -

curricula

activities

Red

cross

speakers

bu

reau.

Hughes

as

Safety

head

Council

Landis in the

F.

of the

There

of
in

emergency ;

the

National

C.hicago,

and

Office of Education

S. A. in Washington.
are

jobs

which

must

be

done that are not connected with
the government
and

some

remain
e.rs

service,
our

behind.

for

vital

of

however,

faculty must

Preparing teaah

our

country

toward

building

nation for the future.

is just
a

as

desirable

Those who

carry on at Eastern should feel the
same sense of achievement as those
who give

their services directly to

the war effort.

MEMBERS OF the

class

weks,

quarter-hour

courses

ten

50-

Two four

plus

Library

will say their farewells to the stu
dent

body

chapel

in the

program

annual

senior

sdheduled

for this

Wednesday, May 2S.

the

regular

and

space.

a

lot

Your letters

enjoyable because

in a short

are

We visited some of the re

cently made famous battle grounds
on the way up and that was quite
There

were

and

coconut

a few natives

here until the military forces came
in.

It definitely isn't marred by the

altering hands of civilization except

LeCount's

current

Regt. TDRTC, North
Texas.

Oamp Hood,

In a :recent letter ihe writes :

"I saw a copy of the News

j;tst

week.

moved

here

at

North Camp

Hood

after starting our basic at the old
camp.

This is just like any other

army camp-rugged in other words.
Most of the fellows from Eastern

I am

came here from Scott Field.
the only one

in this battalion.

see the others very seldom.
are strung out all over

I

They

the camp.

I would like to !hear f'"0m some of
my Eastern friends ."
A CARD from Candidate

William

conditions are favorable although it

last week.

rains

copies

frequently

and

long.

The

J.

Block,

6th.

Co.,

The card read : Several

of

News finally

the

to me

nights are cool and we do a lot of

their

sleeping.

and I a1so received

We recently acquired a radio and
phonograph for the .tent I am in so
The news · broadcasts

from San Francisco,

Sydney

and

way

from

found

Michigan,

a couple f;:-::;n

my last address at Columbus, Ohio.
I

appreciate

receiving

them

very

much, and was glad to hear of the

activi�ies at EI, .and the location of
other fn,;:mer students.

fine

music for the American

minute count, and the subjects

propagainda for good measure.

so

I be

the Tokyo announcer is some
who worked

too long

·home papers.

possible, for

an extra

fee,

to

take more.

of

Warren

for good luck.

Franklin

Wilbert

Homann,

Humes,

Martha

gram, Marjorie Ingram, Dale War
ren

Johnson,

Maurine

Keck, Allen Wesley
Wilma

Jean

Meinkoth, Marvin
Martha

Moore,,

James

Mizeur,

Nancy Elizabeth

Elizabeth Louise Podesta, Margaret
Louise Rademaker, Noberla Emmo
gene Radloff, Naomi Ruth Ramsey,
Ca:riol Virginia Rebbe, Florence Al
ma Rice, Bertha Elizabeth Ridgely,
Rourke ,

Scanavino, William
Erma

Jean

Sh aw,

Clarissa

John

George

Scoggins,

Otto

SCJhick,

James

Joan Sheeks,

M.
Mar

tena Rosalie Snearley, Irene Louise

Sparks, Ross K. Stephenson, Ralph
Everett

Swisher,

garden,

Claude

Thanks

a

million for

the

news

and wishes.

Ida

Louise

Cutter

Te.a 

Therrien,

Bessie Mae Townsend, Mary Blanche
Walker,

Deane

All our

instructors are

conscien•ious.
Congmtulations to the News for
George F. Brown of Villa Grove
al

Air

Training

Center,

Corpus

was graduated May 8 from the Nav
C11risti,

and was

commissioned a

second lieutenant in the U. S. Ma

rine Corps

Reserve.

He

,attended

Eastern last; year and was a mem
ber of Sigma Tau Gamma fr.a.tern
Brown visited on the c ampus

lity.

·Sincerely yours ,

N.

Thomas,

Officers

Mail

Room,

A. A. F. School of Applied Tactics,
Orl a.ndo,

B etty Reeder El ected
To H a l l P residency
BESSIE FAYE Reeder,
of

Pemberton

new

I'd

officers

Norma

prexy

Hall, was formally

that

were

Dennis,

initiated

vice-president;

Eileen McCormack, secretary;' Mary
Beth Piersol, treasurer.
The

tables

horseshoe

were

pattern

arranged
and

senior

was

presented

in

a

decomted

with palms and cut flowers.

Each

with a rose

and honored by a poem, written by
Bessie Faye Reeder.

Louise Doak '43, sang a solo and

Wilma Jean Daily '44, played a " vio
lin selection.

just

sending me the EI paper.

Dinner on Wednesday, May 19. The
are

"I

thought

and thank you for
I've been

getting it regularly, and believe me,

initiate d at the annual Recognition
other

Florida:

drop a line

Short speeches were

given by Dean Elizabeth 'Lawson and

.sohool paper.
track of

old

It sort of helps keep

where

who

they're coing, e'tc .

is,

and

what

Thanks again."

Jim Stull Sk 3-c, Submarine Base
Nav'Y 1504, Group 9, Fleet Post Of

fice, San Francisco, Calif., dropped
us

a

line

last

week

and

a

much

Charles Louis Milone, former East

According to the president, Arrah

attend a meeting

of the

managers

Illinois

of

the

of Parents and Teachers.
the

Congress
Dr. Olsen

committee of the board.

The evening

The meeting was held to formu

what every student must go through

was spent socially with discussic-ns

late plans for carrying on the busi

during his four-year quest for rtihe

among members on current events
and other topics of interest.

of

of

is

Geography laboratory.

chairman

board

rural

service

ness of the Congress since the

an

four

and

�tai.rs,

Our house is located u

a hill overlooking the Sound.
er

prescribed

Genter,

Pensadola,

During the middle of June, 1942,
flight ·train

ing at the Naval Air Station at St.
Mo.,

and

successfully

com

'I1hls sta

ships go out to sea.

tion is located in the prettiest, sec
tion of Long Island and seven

nearest itown.
The Re4
tr.anspo11taitkl11

from , the
Cross

provides

This is consld
to be the best station on Long

town and hack.
land.
I really
I

keep in touch with

like to

sports, and the column "Eastenl
the Service." By using this col
I can get in touch with my fr!
who

All

are now in service.

news is very welcome when you
f.ar from !home .
Thank you again for the

good old tradition of raiting f
again. Keep up <the good work,
address

is

Redding s 1

John

U. S. C. G., Eaton's Neck

Island, New Y:

Northport, Long

Lt. Harry Wood has recently
promcted to the rank of full

tenant in the U. S. Nary acco

to word received last week by
Hobart F. Heller.

Lt. Wood will ·be remember•
only for

his

durlll(
also

popularity

four years at Eastern, but

.his story last summer of the
Sea

engagement

wh�

durihg

made a forced landing, wa.s re

ed missing and later made his

back to the United S t ates foreaG
Wood was awarded the NaVy
by Vice Admiral John H.

Tower

Sea battle.
Ensign

Lee

Harold

Hayes,

of Reverend and Mrs. H. L.
of Paris, former Charlestod
dents, had
three - act

a leading rol e in
comedy, "The v·

Tree," which was presented:

day evening a week ago at the

West;

Ensign Ha

high school

the

naval

base at Key

Mrs. Hayes, who has

Florida.

her son for the

visiting with

two weeks will return to her
home in

about

ten days.

his career 'at Eastern Ensign
starred

in

drama.tJI

several

ductions .

Ralph Smith, a memb er ot
Epsilon,

report

for

received

hl8

activa duty in

Naval Air Gorps on Wedn�
. 12 .

Smith was the quart.e

of the Phi Sig dining servi�
was

succeeded in t.hat posi

Louis Schultz.
Pvt. C:aude Hayes of

Fort

dan visited the campus

d�

few daya

leave a

Phi Sigil'a Epsilon and ls

the army Anti-AU-craft Dl

visited
last

former�

friends

week-end

on

dur

He hu

furlough.

pleted boot training at Great
Training Station.

News Garners First
C l ass H onor Rating
RESULTS

Teporting to the "Ann:i.polis of the

American Newspaper Criticll

OF

the

1942-4'

the N
of papa

ice were received by

ing been designated a Nnal avia

week.

tor,

an ovc the county which

Lieutenant

operational

Milone will go on

trainLng centers

before

being :assigned ·to a combat zone.
John Redding

the News today.

writes :

N

a,nd I see you are lining up to

ple ted the course in October, before
Air" for intermediate training. Hav

I received

It was sent ito the

We

l!Ild otha

can see freighters, cruisers,

nine-day

Training

down

irooms
stairs.

He

completed .the

4

We have se

campus

active duty at one of the navy's air

nual convention has been cancelled.

I stay in a large house conn
to the light house.

after winning his "Wings of Gold."

Louis,

11, Dr. Hans

er, fog horn station house, and t.be
barrack s.

Windsor,

ON TUESDAY, May

c. Olsen journeyed to Chicago to

station house, ma

chine shop, boat house, watch tow

Marine Corps Reserve a month ago
had

Soullll.l

have a

Ft. Sheridan.
SAC Har ol d Leeds,

ern student from Olney, was com

he began preliminary

for

garage,

we

missioned a second lieutenant in the

Geog ra phers Forced
I nd oors By Ra i n
last

!house,

station

Claude was the former pres

may be benefited."

A.iT

plans

station located on I.be

a

fund, "so some other lucky alumnus

Fla.

the

is

south shore of Long Island

week-end

O lsen Atte nds Parents
And Teac hers Cong ress

members

surf

port .to l�orthport, Long Island. 'Ibi

appreciated contribution to the ESO

flig1ht training course at the Naval

club

My orders said t.o re

to

get ·the

Mrs. Alice Cbtter.

CHANGED

week.

it's

son, Rasho Harris Winget, Jr.

Geography

one

Sigma

to

leavial

I stayed there ex acq

ing station.

oth2r servi�e men when I say thOJ.t
fine

Af.ter

school.

Manha'.tan I was sent to a recel111

I know I am speak}ng for all the
cert2.inly

beach April 23 after

the

manship

at

Following is a note from Lt. A.

KIRCH.

left

December for his valor in the

last week-end.

McManigell,

Morn, Jewel Burdell Murray, Charles

James

I would

pay dearly for an iced coke.

Marguerite

Cox Newman, Hugh Clinton Phipps,

Robert

Don't get homesick for Borneo

Keenen, Eliza 

bet1h Jane Lionberger,
Little,

Marjory

girls will need

some ·consoling , no doubt.
thirsts now go unquenched.

is

its continued good record.

Keep the home boys

happy-oh yes, the

Roger

Russell

the music is good.

are

intense concentration

officers, and are very thorough and

He throws out a lot

and the .boys give them my wishes

Continued from Page one
Henson,

hash but

varied,

necess,ary.

When you wrHe to Worland, Weir

Seniors March O n

We ihave to make every

service men and th.rows in a lot of

Jean Workman, the originally plan

,

B.

o. c. s., Ji't.
Knox, Ky., was received by the News

ned outdoor picnic was held in the

diploma.

Beryl

for a bit of equalizing of distances
between
coconut
trees.
Climatic

to ·recall many of the
scheduled
event.s, they will have a foretaste of

sophomores probably will not be able

Pvt.

address is : Co. "A" 141st TDTB, 5th

first I had heard from school. We

land, put up a new camp and ·in an
entirely different tropical environ

palms, jungles,

continue .to send

the News. as I enjoy it very much."

you give me all

Recently we moved to a new is

!.nteresting.

you will

I

than

Lt was very welcome as it was the

the dope in a minimum of reading.

ment..

I hope

Other

especially

it is

anticipated picnic was canceled.

freshmen

high and covers

course load for one term, although

reers at Eastern during the .past four
the

Colseybur still rides

as Oriental reporter for one of the

Tuesday evening, May 11, when the

Though

I received your

letter a few days ago and enjoyed
it immensely.

ex-American

complete

memorable happenings in their ca
years.

Col.seybur :

lieve

will

RAINS

They will review some of the most

Dear

120, Commerce 120, or Physical Edu

Roland Bernard Wickiser , Jane Wil

1M3

theater

of war.

cation

Allen Weber, Ruth Brockett White,

of

Pacific

groves.

joyed it.

five

Traylor, Lena Mae

Sen iors B u rlesq ue
Thei r Col lege Days

the

lemon

very

in the second

minute periods a week.

.Madge Eleanor Moore,

war

in

stationed

while it's been tough, I've really en

Arts faculty, have also taken lEaves
the

I have also seen a number of orange

is t.he "stuffings." He dishes out some

Charles Roy McMullen, Carrie Grace

in

more vineyards ·than anything else.

eight 50-minute periods a week, and

Dr. Wayne P. Hughes and Dr.
Russell M. Landis of the Industrial
to serve

of this country because I have seen

I'm in my sixth week here, and

Frances Husted, Frances Grace In

"Washington, serving as head of the

somewhere

is currently

bS

completing three months in the sea

At this

The Togo version

William

National

tinues, "I was quite surprised upon

Tokyo reach us.

the Air

the Speech department, is now in

(A.A.) , A:P'O 1 18, care

quarter-hour classes will meet with

Hibbs,

Dr. Glenn ROss, former head of

they

and

who

the evenings.

commissioned a First Lieutenant in
this

copies

but

those, the crops resemble our own.

'40,

Tuesday evening.

Stanley

week for Randolph Field, Texas.

two

here

er

we have a bit of entertainment in

During the first six weeks, four

received
over

drews from Ensign Ervin Kirchhof

and chorus being provided for.
A
.
"Music Hour " will be held each

Physics department, was last week
leave

have

An

News 11.ad been discontinued(

my present address.

have

"Wine must be the staple product
letter r e -

I

I

tives I had imagined.

ceived b y Mr. Franklyn L .

I have been.

coming

of <the dense jungles and wild na 

THE FOLLOWING i s a

where

rica.

sembling our own California instead

E l Al u m n u s Pens
South Sea Letter

places

thought the policy of sending, tile

since

arriving here to find a country re

----------- ----

old

apparently not, so I will send YOI

Postmaster New York City. He con
. Of palms and headhunters

·been planned , with a b and, glee club,

------------

will

in

sions will be required.

tenants in the !Air Corps.

and

or

groups, and only a few general ses

Walter Scruggs, of the Botany de

Corps

specific

in terms of their individual needs.

partment, are both serving as lieu
Dr. o. L. Railsback, head of the

music

a

copies of the

writes Pf.c . John J. Holmes , Bty. A.,

The course will be given by

needed in many secondary schools.

Lieutenant Gilbert

former

fered for the first time in prepara

classes in aircraft structure, identi

Dr. Norman Carls, former head of
now

Pre-flight aeronOJ.utics will be of

field.

past

to me whil e I am here in Nol'th Af

215 CA, Bn.

This year the summer

some are giving technical service in
service

the

were forwarded from my last post,"

emergency, summer school at East

six weeks, lasting

for

News and also to ask you >to send it

ulty are now serving in our armed

forces.

·

F'EATURING

"I am writing this to express my
thanks

ern will .begin Monday, June 7 at 8

actual

S E RVI CE

War Influences
Summer School

men and one woman from our fac

Some are serving as instructors,

in the

The number

tered in the critical service!
totalled 353.
First-Class

The News

Honor Rating

class of a weekly publ!ca
college of less than 500

!rfOl\'DAY, MAY 24, 1943

.

.,
lthletes and Brain Trusts Take a Bow

MISS MARTHA Lose, of Pititsburgh,

designated

was

morning

in

Day"

recognition

as
of

who ihave attained schol

Sudents

llstic distinction in their respective

The first such group to be

llelds.

lloognized

was Kappa Delta :P'i, na

llonal h?norary society in the field
The first of the 124

of educa·tion.

'1&1>teirs in t.he Uni�ed States was
ttaJi!ished at the University of Illi
�is !.n 1911, and the Beta Psi chap

'ler was installed at Elastern in 1 93 1 .

da,te 2 3 2 Eastern students have
Ileen members of this organization.
To

IDr. Emma Reinhardt, head of the

lpa:rtment of EJducation is sponsor.
!Juguerite Little, president of the
Jappa Delta Pi, introduced the fol
llwing students as members: George

Jerunne

t\riggs, Oliver Anderha1te:r,

Dorothy Ellen

Daily,

l'iilma Jean

Coopoc,

Alice

·wuise Leedy,

Jlress,

erits,

honorary

national

a

Pi,

Kappa

art fraternity was founded in 1911.

There are at present 23 chapters in
The

Illinois.

in

located

are

which three

of

States

the United

Ohi

chapter was installed at Eastern in

Dr. Mildred Whiting, head of

1939.

the Art d epartment introduced the

Jean

. Wilma

following members :

Daily, Eileen Carter, Betty Brother
Ada

ton,

Mc

Jean

Wilma

Crane,

Manigell, Wanda Oreamer, Mary El
len Grote, and Dario Covi.

.P'i Kappa Delta a national honor

ary fraternity in Forensics was be

The organization has

gun in 1913.

grown to approximately ma chapters
United States of whioh

the

in

are located in Illinois colleges.

nois

Sigma chapter

at Eastern in 1940.

18

Ill! -.

installed

was

Dr. P. M. Lar

li)rown,

Betty Heise, Helen Lee S.tev

son, acting head of the department

tia.ker,

Margery Thomas, Jane 'Lion

tion

!ns, Norma King, Margaret Rade

lerger,

Ada Orane,

l!e&sie To\VIIJSend,
Guthrie,

ltrace

Ruth Ramsey,

Euell;

Eugene

Hathaway,

Ruth

llertha Ridgely, Elizabeth B1.1irgener,
and

Henderson

Pean

Covi,

Dario

fright,

Ellen

Mary

Cecil

Harold

Jerner, and Donald Shawver are

In military service.

of Speech, sponsor of tihe organi:h
dent

introduced
members :

following

the

Jene 'Louise

stu

Bails,

Betty M. Lewis, Eileen Louise Mc

Cmmack, Donald McKinney, Helen

fraternity in business education was

lttablished at Des Moines, Iowa in

ters in the United States of which

1925. The Upsilon Gamma chapter
"as installed at Eastern in 1932. Of
the 77 chapters in the United States
II are located in Illinois. Miss Isa
bel MoKinney, head of the English
r:tment ls faculty sponsor and
Marguerite

lembers :

student

following

the

tesented

Jean

Little,

ltnderson, Nona Belle Cruise, Kath
inne Dively, Marie Dickson and
J.!emary Nicoson.
!Epsilon Pi

national honor

Tau,

in

fraternity

lal'Y professional

'1';trial Arts and Vocational

tion

was established at Ohio State

There are a.t present 56 chap
The Alpha Ohl

four are in Illinois.

in

Eastern

at

installed

was

Ohapter

the

Miss Humphreys of

1940.

introduced
members :

department
Commerce
the following student

Alice Mildred Cooper, Eleanor Jean
Rutih
Guthrie,
ne Oress , Grace
·

Hathaway,

Goldsmith,

Wanda
Leona

Mary

Henshen,

Greene,

Charlotte

Piersol,

Beth

Nicooon, Jennie

Thelma Grubb, Will a Laine aind Ann
Wilson.

Gamma Theta Up,silon a national

fraternity

geography

professional

was established at Normal in 1928.

There are at present 15 cihapters in

of which are located in Illi

The Rho
are located in Illinois.
chapter wru; established at ElIBtern

pent

in

1928.

There

22 chapters in the country,

is. The Iota ohapter was install
M at Eastern in 1933. Of the 94

e

of which

the United S';a.tes, three

Miss Ruby Harris of the

in 1 940.

mb rs of .the organization 70 are

Geograiphy department and sponsor

alter Kiehm, head of the Indus

following members : Roy Boley,

it present in military service.

Dr.

Arts department, who is serv

IJ;ai

sp01IIBor during the absence
student

Robert

the

presented

Hughes,

members :

Bokenkamp,

' th, Herschel Collins,
d T. Day.

fol

Darrel

James

and

Ed

Jappa Mu Epsilon, national hon-

1u.ry and professional mathematics
ernlty for undergraduates, was
bli&l cci in Oklahoma in 193 1 .
organizaition has .grown to 23
pters of which two are located
the state of Illinois.

The Illinois

chapter was installed in

a

which

' ·ated .

115

1935

members have been

Martha

members:

George

A:nderhalter,

A. Covi, Al

Ellis, Russell

F1agen, ·David
Husted,

Frances

Raymond Earl Met

' Florence Alma Rice, and Wen-

t Dale Williams.

f•raternity in dramatics was es

blls!l.e<l a:t Pennsylvania State Col
in 1920. The Illinois Epsilon
ptei· was installed at Eastern in
There are at present 60 chap

. in the United s+.ates of which

.

·

in Illinois.

Dr. B. C. Rob

of the English department and

!)Ji50r of the orgainization presentthe following student members :

et11

aind

Knight,
In

Wright,

Charles

addition .to

awards

Mc

Robert

Haworth.

scholastic

these

President Buzzard announ

Carter,

Emily

Greer,

Mair

Je Ingram, Eugene Price, Betty
Joan
Ridgely,
ede.r,
Bertha
!IB, Bessie Townsend, Jim Rob-

SU N F ED

ced the names of the men who had

These

are

gers,

Harry

James

Klllott,

James,

Hall,

football

follows :

as

awar·ds-Lewis

Drig

Donald

Cox,

Fos•er, Bazil Geekier,
Irvin,

Ralph

Raymond Metter,

James

Thomas

Gus Rapp,

William Moore,

James Sullivan, Nick Vuckovich, and
McOord,
Schick,

Andrew Sullivan,

Sullivan,

James

William

the

with

of

class

'43

She is

in :the school of Flne Arts.

pl•ay production.

of

son

the

Buzzard,

Lieutenant

Dr. and Mrs. R. G. Buzzard, attend

ed Eastern . Illinois State Teachers
Craw

College at

Wabash

college,

fordsville, Ind., where he is a mem

dianapolis, Ind.
Oohs is

Hugh

and

baseball-Oliver

Oharles

McCord,

Anderhalter,

Charles

Nagy,

Raymond Ochs, Hugh Phipps, Wil

liam Schick, Harold Sclmltz, Andrew

Sullivan and Nick Vuckovich.

have p.articipated in musical activi

.ties for four years were announced
as follows : Oliver Anderhalter, John
Bingaman,

Jane

Craig,

a

Her selection
by

four years,

senior class president, editor of the

ern,

Mo. ·

Louis,

on

mission

1943

1,

Florida.

Station,

Air

Naval

Miami

Lieutenant and Mrs. Buzzard will

Cherry

to

going on

before

Penn.,

the Marine Air Station on May 28th.

MEMBERs OF the Home Ee club
held their regular monthly meet

at

ing Thursday evening, May 20,
7 : 30 p.

Arts

Practical

the

in

m.

The new officers for the

c oming year were installed at that
president, Mary

They are :

time.

Grote ;

Ellen

Anna

vice-president,

Lucy

secretary,

Ruth Stansfield;

Warford; and treasurer, Betty Sher
Following the business
mf:mbers having

those

meeting,

taken

Miss

Ruth Schmalhausen's ·beginning or
construction

clothing

advanced

course presented their garments to

the club for inspection.
was served

Tea

fraternity.

t>asse d the Army A-12 examination

which was given some weeks ago
to choose outstanding men for fur
finish

his

July 5 .to take

ihis

He

training.

will

mother.

The mothers· present were: Mrs.
Moss, Charleston ; Mrs. Vail, Casey ;
Mrs. Ellis, St. Jacob; Mrs. Emme 

first year of college work at East
ern next week, and will report at
Point on

West

oaith.

at the close of

the meeting by members of the meal

SADIE

DR.

Morris,

rich, Newton ; Mrs. Reeder, Tuscola;
Mrs. Coon, Oakland; Mrs. P'ierson,
Kankakee ; and Mrs. Hill, Mrs. King,

Mrs. Thomas, Mrs. Heise, Mrs. Set
liffe, Mrs. Ingram, all of Charles
.ton.

Wilma

Miss

Guests of the sorority were : Miss

Warner, and Miss Ruth Schmal

Leah Todd, Mrs. Roger Moore, Mrs.

hausen, of the Home Economics de
partment,

girls

of

entertained

Stella Swinford, Mrs. Franklyn An

senior

the

drews, and Mrs. Robert Buzzard.

department Monday

that

night, May 1'7, with a three-course

dinner at Dr. Morris' apartment on

Lincoln street.

Then the group at

tended the movie,

"Forever and A

Ethel's
Shop

Day" at the Will Rogers theatre.

.faculty

Each year the Home Ee

In re
entertains the senior girls.
cent yea.rs picnics and teas have
been given.
The

graduating

ten

seniors

are

Ada Crane, Carol Rebie, Jean Gos
sett,

Louise

Teagarden,

Women's Smart

Marjorie

Freebarin, Lena Mae Walker, Bes
sie

Townsend,

Helen Blank,

Culp, and Jane

Lionberger.

Apparel

Nila

planning class, with Dr. Sadie Mor

This ·was the last of

ris in charge.

the class

cluded

a

special

buffet luncheon,

prepared dinners for guests on the
campus, informal meals at break

formal dinner, and a formal dinner

BETTER CLEANING !

B OWL

!RENEW 'I1llE BEAUTY OF YOUR GARMENTS
Our •Cleaning Method /Will Do It

SCHEIDKER CLEANERS

at

CHARLESTON
BOWLING ALLEYS

AN D

AN D R EWS PRO D U CTS

to S tu d e n ts

They Keep Moving the Yea r Arou nd
6:00

Andrews Lumber

Open Bowling Every Thurs., Fri.,
Sat., Sun.

JUST EAS T OF CAMPUS

B U I LD B ETT E R B U S I N ESS WITH

Specia l P rice
to

F U R R I E RS

TELEPHONE 234

750 S ixth

1 :00

P H O N E 45 1

Just South of Square on Seventh

at the U. S. Grant Hotel in Mat
toon on May 7.

Tues.,

505 Seve nth St.

Campbel l's Shoe Shop

fast, lunch, and dinner, a Russian

Every

Charleston, I l l.

For Expert Workmanship
Bring Them
to

in

projects which have

Bertha

Margery Thomas, sorority president
and Mrs. Stella Swinford, the house

ther college and university special
ized

by

The
sponsors,
Miss
Elizabeth
Michael and Miss
Winnie
Davis
Neely were in the receiving line with

H ome Ee Fac u l ty
E n terta i n s S e n i o r G i rl s

H omemake rs I n sta l l
New Lea d e rs

building.

Wente, who were assisted
Myers.

He is a

He also received word that he had

ida and was given further :waining
the

varsity 'letter in baseball.

at the

Niaval Air Station, Pensaoola, Flor
at

a

member of Phi Sigma Spsilon social

He received his com

March

refreshment committee was compos
ed of Madeline Sluder and Margaret

Ochs was chosen as >treasurer

St.

Field a t

sent t o Lambert

ing

1942, be 

June,

duty

·b egan active

During his freshman year at East

of the freshman class, and won

tihe

General chairmen of the tea were
Grace Guthrie and Mrs. Ross Steph
enson.
Entertainment . committee
was Ginger Vail and Ruth Ellis. The

was

University of Iowa with the class of
He enlisted in the navy and
'42.

"A Love Song"

Following this

songs.

Citizenship Award, was on the high
honor .roll for all

was

entertained their
mothers with some of the sorority

He won the

many special honors.

Kramer.

members present

won

school News and active in athletics.

·the

from

graduated

was

and

The program consisted of a song
by Elizabeth Moss, sorority member
and senior in the Music department.

graduate of tihe Newton

ber of the Dei.ta. Tau Delta fratern
ity,

presided at the taible.

at In

Community high school and

3 to

Refreslunents of punch,

ated with yellow tulips. Mrs. Robert

he ·took ·the physical examinations
at Fort Benjamin Harrison

m.

Buzzard and Mrs. Franklyn Andrews

Early in March

higih school records.

p.

cookies, nuts, and mints were serv

He was exempt from menbal exam

trained in the school of dmma and

Phipps, Everett Dyson, Ralph Irvin ;

(Day and Nlte)

& Mill

Co.

6TH & RAILROAD

PHONE 85

Nila Culp,

Elizabeth Moss, Margaret Rademak
er

and Rasho Winget, in the College

Band;

Brown,

OliV'er

Andemalter,

Jane C'.raig, Louise

E.

D.

Doak

CH ARLESTON PROFESSIONAL CA R D S

and Elizabeth M:oss in .the College

Choir; D. E. Brown, Eliza·beth Moss,

Jane Craig and Louise Doak in :the
Gecilian

Singers.

Espy

Ruth

and

Catherine Nessl are members of the
graduattng

sophomores

who

pairticipated in College Band.

VITAM I N

have

B READ

!Rich in Natural Vitamins Bl, E, iG (82) and
"Sunsbine" Vitamin D.

Phones : Office 126; Residence 715
J. A. OLIVER, M. D.
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
Second Floor Lincoln Bldg.

PHONE 1500

CLINTON D. SWICKARD

Jackson

st.

Phone

69

Residence Phone 380

S. B� M. D.

DR. W. B. TYM

Hours by Appointment

DENTIST

PHYSICIAN AiND SURGEON

Charleston National Bank Bldg.

DR. N. C. IKNAYAN

BY APPO:nNTMENT

I D E A·L B A K E RY

1

Phone s : Office 476; Residence 762

Charleston, Ill.

Office-501

All Improved White Loaf of Bread

NORTH SIDE SQUARE

ination on the basis of outstanding

daughtoc of Mr. !lind Mrs. H. B . Lose,

Oity

street, Sunday, May 9, from

ed at an attractive tea table decor

of .P'i ttsburgh, Penn., and was grad
uated from the University of Iowa,

earned letters in football, basketball
and baseball.

Also the names of students who

'l'he'.a Alpha Phi, a national hon

are

Ellen

Mairy

Snearley,

Rosalie

Maritena

Iri/in,

John Zahradka; basketball-Cha:rles

�I LeCount,

U1

Virginia Dolan, Robert Frame, Ralph

introduced the fol

g.�, Oliver Frank
ha.rd Bidle, Dario
li. Elckewt, Ruth
II, Lillian Miriam

,

Herschel Collins,

Andrew Sullivan, Ross Stephenson,

llL)' sponsor and
lrl,1lng student

P1lh r,

Ethel L. cassida,

Jr.,

Dr. E. H. Taylor, head of

mathematics department is fac

·

of the organization introduced the

5

ton as alternate and was successful

rick.

are at

versity

tiree

In

Edu

1923.

•tive this summer.

in passing ibis various e�aminations.

Point, N. C., where he is to report at

Pi Omega Pi a national honorary

at their chapter house, 1400 Seventh

She is tbe

ta .

Claire Shumaker and Louise Podes

Ochs '47, has !been appoirrted for
admission to the United States MU

former Congressman Arnold of New

ed in a beige suit with Mack acces

Iowa

Epsilon sorority entertained their
mothers at a Mother's day tea held

Ochs was designated last fall by

The bride was attractively dress

visit for a short time in Pittsburgh,

organized in Kirksville, Missouri in

English fraternity was

fessional

who used itihe double ring ceremony.

sories for her wedding.

ALPHA NU chapter of Delta Sigma

reaching

word

itairy Academy flit West Point, effec

H. B. Oborn, pastor of the church

Stites, Joan Sheeks, Claude Hayes,

honorary and

De1ta,

Sigma Tau

P·aris by •the Reverend

in

c:huroh

Metihodist

the

at

day morning

TO

De l ta Sigs Enterta i n
A t Open House

Charleston last Friday, Raymond

zard were united in marriage Thurs 

Burnetta

·and

Denny

Betty

Dillier.

ACCORDING

Penn., and Lieutenant John Buz

JSSEMBLY AT the college Thurs-

day

Ochs Appointed
To West Point

B uz.za rd, Lose Take
Marriage Vows

Cha pel Reviews Outstanding
Stude nts of Past Yea r
lionor's

. ,,,
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G. B. DUDLEY, M. D.
Office Hours, 1 :00 to 6 : 00

511 lh Jackson Street

�

t
'

hones :

604�� Sixth St.

Office, 30;

1WJLLIAM M.

Residence,
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6042h
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Charleston, Ill.
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Compositionist

PLAGI AR I STI C

Strictly Optional

. . . By Emil

PATTE R . . .

E

by Squire and.

Don- t You Think Thafs Sad?

squire

HAVING HEARD from certain definite sources

that

I E'TRUGG LED wit.h the intricacies
of my bill-fold, trying to find the

if the river

exact change.

came

said, "Where is Paul now?"

shovels, knives for cutting open sandbags, and an array of mousetraps,
fishhooks, and similar gadgets especially designed for keeping small boys'

city

waterworks

via

ping a dime between some boxes on

Lane and ·the Girl Scout Cabin. I
strapped on my water wings and
splashed mead to

reconnoiter.

I

later returned -to find my colleague
gone,

and the

following

note

at

tached to an empty Campbell's soup
c·an.
Ever since the first group of ERC
men left, Jack Sensinta.ffer has gone
around grumbling and muttering in

!his beard.

Soon after he received

his notice last

week, w e met him
on tlhe street-still muttering and
grumbling in lhis beard.

of the Navy men-Return of Legion
Lee Cammon-Emergence of "Old
Sol" late Wednesday afternoon
Humes

family

finally

getting

back on schedule in their new home.
One •timid
ly

us that

several

rats

have been seen in the classic old
Lincoln Theater.

We

immediately

rook up our clarinet and bass drum
(of which we are past masters ) and

Chuck Raymond's orchestra

duty.
"Out of the Frying P·an," ·the Home
coming play,
Climaxed the bonfire and was hot
·ter, we sr,y.
success.
Game played with

Western

Pipers

of

Charleston. Unfortunately, our renp
India attracted

only species of two-legged vermin,
aind

we

ended up

seeing

Johnny

Dev.i Dja dancers, with mask, sword
and drum,
Squire watched from the rear with
a bottle of pop.

dads,

They had a big time, these dads with
their lads,

(not the nite -watch

the

football

tearn-

He could thave .readily fmmd out by
adding cream

to eaoh.

The

one

which foamed .and steamed would
have been water.
every

member of Pem Hall has at least
boy

in the air

friend

corps.

Anyway, iti should take more than

them all.

converted

fish hatcheries, or lily ponds.

into

up on the other side of :bhe parsnip

other day.

tent
In that

over

at

the

snow gets

in

your eyes,
And boys come back wearing those
vile Christmas ties.

paddling down

Fourth

sine stockings .

On ithe strength of

the assumption, we frankly prediot
that barn dancing will be the vogue
this summer.

"All This and Rabbit Stew"
-A Comedy in 9 acts, Scene

Eastem

September

established

accord ing

to

caste,
Elections, ambitions, fly :thickly and
fast.
While prospective halfback and pros
.pective beauties,
Tho gravely .aware of

a student's

stern duties
Find deep

concentration on study

Disturbed by the oa.11 of a world se
ries .game.

ooncert

made

a big

faculty

entertained

well,

By a Gala Stunt Nite that really
was swell.

Of the acts we can't tell you each
sepa.rate one,

We'll just say in summary-lots of
good fun.

Homecoming dance 1n swing at the

U. prexy, why Ray Metter

won.
dance

recital,

a

colorful

ar

ray,
by

the members

May
Senior

week ·now,

and

not

a

bit

For now is our chance to reap our
In dances and banquets and parties
And none of the exams we simply
"Post Road" we rode, in more than
one

way,

For that was the name of the big
Senior Play.
The

performance

was

great,

the

mighty

good

acting and

a

We

attended

Baccalaureate,

grave

intense,

didn't

But this is not all, we still have to

Robbins came down from Wesleyan

Each in impressive black cap and

big

The

"row" afterwards,

commence.

worry us a bit.
U.

black gown,

Wi·th hilarious jokes, and good plays,
too.

February
"Ladles

Retired,"

the

new

Delta

Sigs gave

a

loud

shout,
"This Is t
· he Army"

(or is it?) was

The soldiers were swell and hailed
by every one.
The Junior English

exams

floored

-the whole .bunclh,

So we knocked off and went out rto

awards,

The desk is full now, it's cracking
the boards.
The E . . R. C. departed in style,
the crowds rous

ing "big Heil ! "
The Sig Tau ball was a dream di
vine,
T'was then for Jeannie

we started

to pine.
Auditorium,
Traffic terrific, big umroarium,
lowed,
W'hich sparing, no doubt, can a.c
coun t for the crowd.
The Navy moved in, the Phi Sigs
out-For their generous deed, let's give
them a shout.
April

In April, to our mind, the biggest

event

a

nice, healthy pink.
"Well, well.

He's been there quite

some time, hasn't he?

Does he like

We hope th.at in reading it, you've

had a good time.
We eralize this isn't such very

good

verse,
The meter is bad, the authors are
worse !
The curtain now falls, we conclude
all our writing,
And Hit!er's own year couldn't prove

"Oh, yes," I said, turning a pretty
CI must match that color

scarlert.

in a dress sometime.)

were the girl he went with."

Mr. l!antz has int,roduced a de
lightful new parlor game known as
volley-soccer.
The idea seems to

be to bat a ball back and forth over

card

g.ames

like

the

We still prefer
pig,

pinochle,

or

pick-up, which are less deep and
don't ·require so much head work.
A new social gathering rendezvous
has

been

found in the

ohemistry lab.

If

freshman

you

feel

lonely

on a Saturday morning, bring your
lunch :and gas mask and come. ;In
cidentally,

it

might

be

Paul

from

any.body else?

But no.

Emil.

She

says

was

.in

tle

heard

he

blushes prettily .

I
or

Not our lit
the

last she

Australia

and

P'robably :the poor

man thinks 1that Paul
is)

man

Adam

and his girl

(whoever he

(whoever she is)

have had a row the last time Paul

"Paul? Paul?

Sorry, I don't know

anyone of that name." I can think
of a hundred easy replies now. Wu

cour&&t

it really a lack of moral

Maybe instead it was because I sul
consciously wanted ·to see if I coukl
get by witih it.

No, I was

too profusely. Like a red,
was I.
Maidenly blushes

blus�
red roe
and all

Maybe it was because my a�

.that.

with t.bt
anathet: ill

tention was all taken up
(I'd betiter get

case that was it.)

There ! It was all the fault

at the present time, Dr. Harry L.

fact that I may have done som�
a dreadful

Besides, I

harm.

Paul's girl at all."
I

from lapse& II

suffer

Maybe I have

split per

a

Maybe in my other self

I'm really Paul' s girl. Ma ybe I'll
dying of loneliness half the time be
cause P'aul.is .in Australia (if he

How

Don't you think t

sad.

I •think that's sad.

sad?

go!nr

But one thing-I'm not
go back

and .t ell the

man.

every month is enough

t.o blush

that.

suggested

male students.

The

and

types

to

various

call

to

of

arms

defense

jobs has absorbed the men of East
ern, leaving the greatest portion of
vacancies open to women.
The list is as follows :

E. Dowell, Freeport rural

Mary

school, Crawford
Galbreath,

county ;

Casey,

Marjorie

second

grade ;

Ruth

Crampton,

Casey,

second

grade ;

Les!ie Leo

Carter,

Oblong,

industrial arts ; Mart.ha Ernst, At
Lawrence

three

Logue,

and four;
Wakefield

Jay
high

Bertha Thompson Chambers, Ridge
farm, departmental work;
Rennels,

Decatur ;

Cynthia

Mary

Arlene

Stanberry, Ramsey, Hanson school ;
Agnes Worland, Maracaibo, Vene 
zuela,

Joint

Oil Company school's

kindergarten ; H. IFloyd Davis, Dak

land high school, mathematics and
coaching; Genevieve Collins, Wind
sor, science
Rose

rural

Lively,

department

Thelma

in

Collins,

school ;

Jeffersc n

upper

Windsor,

Virginia

school,

Ruth

Charles

ton, grade four ; Mabel Erline Eaton,
Jefferson

schol,

Charlesto!l,

grade

three ; Jane Craig, Casey, Elemen
tary school,

music ;

Alice

Mildred

Cooper, Fairmount community high
school, commerce ; Grace Avis Mc
Cain,

Moriah rural school, Casey ;

Ada Caroline

Crane,

sc.hool,

economics;

home

Turner,

Purvis

Amboy high

school,

C.

Ray

Sullivan,

grades six, seven, and eight.
Helen

Clark,

Montgomery

Mount

school ;

Auburn .

Emily

Bain

bridge, Saginaw, Michigan, elemen

Alberta Hilgenberg, Cerro Gordo.
second grade; Mary Lee Durston;

we've got to get out there so we can

chatting away as

grades ;

Herbert

Clawson,

Hoopeston, lower grades;

Fair Prairie school, Witt;

Lorraine

Montgomery, Oblong grade school,
Vera

fourth

grade ;

Louise

liamee,

Oblong grade school,

Wil
first

grade; Virginia Grace Dolan, Sag

we watch her go by. (We'Ve been
pract.icing up on a snazzy new whis

inaw, Michigan, primary grades.

tle, and we may get up the nerve

high school, Gibson City, home eco

to use it ·today.)

Esquire.

Jean Gossett, Drummer township
nomics ;
high

Jeanne

school,

Cress,

commerce

!off,

Highland

Thawville
and

phys-

public school,

toon, biology ; Bertha

Ridgely,

inaw, Michigan, elementary

school,,

Ruth Stumeier, Ellars
cola ;

Katherine

Jo

Jean

Mattoon, fifth grade.
Betty Mae Jones,
school,

Hopkins,

Our scourts

Ruth Evelyn

grade ; Mary Imogene iLiffick,

to provide a system of collection.

just reported •that Gail Gubbins is
·approaching down the hall,
and ·

ical education ;

placements for the current year. Of
ing positions by the bureau, few are

Wll

But w�
does one do to fix .these little thinlt
up? Go back to the man and 511i1,
"Sorry, old fellow, bu t I'm really Id
opera!ing under an alias.

Meskim : n, Palestine ; Maxine

the many who were placed in teach

of ·t.bt

But that doesn't al ter 1D

, M<tter of the Placement Bureau
has released the list of
s'.udent

breakage tickets being made larger

Squire and

"Sorry, you

this?

THOUGH THE list is not complete

Hindsboro, grade principal ; Mildred

he !10nchalantly

all

l-larry L. Metter Releases Teacher
Placements for Current Year

ed cafeteria style on Saturdays, the

now.

why

sonality.

tary

goodbye

But

must be thinking of some one else."

but my own want of moral courage.
know

A beautiful romanct

Emil adds to the horrors of

liness.

Maybe

didn't

(whert

Africa for

may beat their lives away in lone

memory.

Why didn't I just tell the

,hJs

some

be Shattered, and two he�

not so much the mistaken identity

that after the war, dinners be serv

Well,

may

But what disturbed me was

grades;

more e��iting.

cramium and feet.

all I know.)

billfold.

it?"

of

one; a .rumor will get started ; it wW

grow and finally reach Paul

billfold.

school, industrial arts and sciences ;

a volley ball net, using only

The News again knocked off all the

Accompanied by

to

Now we approach the end of this

town

bl•acked out,
The

Australia. "

wood, grades

rhyme.
"sittings," and we all

learned quick.
The

in

Receives his "sheepskin" by way of
reknown.

her pick,
Five or six

was still

will probably tell

of W.

A. A.

and

Asking of boys by the girls was al

October
and

see

IB!g student elections now over and

lhit,

Women's League dance in the Old

and fame

by-standers

very "live" line.

March

Faces are wiashed and school begun.

innocent

many strangf! views.

January

lunch.

The curtain arises upon act one,

that's

cast just fine,

fun,

SQUIRE and ESQUIRE present:

office

knows as the News,

With

McNutt house,

street the other afternoon sine shoes,

gym,

in

our hole.

judging from a number of charac
seen

slap-happy

abhore.

Scott's

he

store.

hard,

The Tri Eigs skated, each girl took

Well, the hillbillies seem :to have

'·-

the

roll,

af.ter our !hired man faile d to come

Students

see

The Deans then posted ithe honor

va.cation,

Imagine that.

Occurred when we two pitc.hed our

galore,

Christmas

Johns,

"Well, I thought to myself you'd
'
know where he was. I thought you

rue,

Any

bed when he was out weeding it the

Louise

reward,

from sup

way, we decided upon this course,

Students

to

And that is a day they never will

Henry
be

and

four

Heise will fill the role of .historian.

Who"

It might be suggested that all the
gardens

of

Elzabeth Burgener was

galore,

per.

viotory

presidency

vce-president,

Presented

December

one "Lightning" to tear the whole
bevy of residents away

the

Leedy, treasurer.
Helen Lee Stev
ens will serve as secretary, and Betty

The

infuriated

We ·took one look and crawled

Now we feel certain that

ters

elected

Pem Hall,"
And oh, ·those girls, he

Many Eastern students made "Who's

taken

of 1943-44.

Mm's

ascertain whioh was water and which
was coffee at the Campus last week.

to

or

M y interesting pallor rturned

done,

For

more of :his precious hairs trying to

elected

.three

whom I knew slightly, ":the last I

Kappa Delta Pi for the school year

·

man) is .reported .to have lost three

one

was

Price wrote a column-"My Day at

everyone wanted
"stage door".

the first

check for a short beer-but no

a

heard

AT A short
meeting
following
Chapel last week, Jean Henderson

"Stage Door Canteen" made money

Mr. Wood

said

"Oh," said I, remembering a Paul

H e n d e rson El ected
G reek P rexy

Where

("daughters, rtoo "-Squire)
on

he

like

I ran for a block after I left the

A Saturday banquet to honor our

•tramped

Harry,

Paul.

November

Mac k Brown in "The Old Chisholm
Tr·ail."

and

frankly a mess !

56 to 6, or so it did seem.

Pie-Eyed

dLtion of Song of

;

parade was a big

I thought

Jim,

Jean Henderson

Marge Thomas, the queen, •and really
a beauty,

titles

the

rea1:iy

Bowing before her, a most pleasant

remarkably

I hastily :thought of all the
young men whose
whereabouts I
might be expected to know.
Joe,

was hot,

Millikin

of

what

sounded

He

war.

time.

Was Jimmy Smith slow? We'll guess
not!

wended our way to the D.OI"th side

o f the Square, !hoping to gain :the

This

Girls in ·a dither .to get the right
him.

little soul hesitating

informed

difficulty.
"Where is Paul now?"

The "float-less"

Highlights of rbhe week: Departure

The

the counter and retrieving it with

Lover's

name.

ever he is-probably in

"I beg your pardon?" I said, drop

Wtaiting till the zero hour (10:30 on

week nights, but 11 :30 on Friday and Saturday, and 1 1 :00 on Sunday, and
10:00 on any night for Esquire) we shouldered our packs and closed in on
·the

was probably

the reason I did not understand ·the
nice man the first time, when he

through the barricades and stopped the water plant, final examinations
would be called off, we immediately packed us :blasting equipment, picks,

fingers out of stray leaks in dykes.

That

And now she ls

was home on leave.

embarrassed at the mention

Coles

Washington

school,

Charleston;
high

Phipps

county;

'Fearn,

Harold

school,

Sue
first

industrial

Mae Ford, Montgomery

am;
schoci;

Rock; Mary H. Elliott, Mattoc11

partmental
Florence

art

gr

(eight

Plimpton

Riddle, W

Grove school, Mattoon ; Dolsle
ine Radloff, Highland
third

grade.

Chloteel

grade

Earlville

Amyx,

school, typing and shorthau4
abeth

Colfaz

Bailey Burton,

school, home economics;

Jean

4
°!t

ell, Wilmington, departme
lish

(four grades) ;

!ins,

Oblong high

arts ;

Mervin

scho61,
ing;

Hersch

school,

DuPo

Baker,

industrial arts and

Eileen

OblOD&'

Wagner,

mentary school, art.

Mary A. Kelly, Stonlngtct

school, home economics; Elsie
Becker, Mt. Erie, home eco
Eileen

Reinholdt,

Island

rural school, Teutopolis; ; M&lf

Carty, Jefferson school,
second

grade ;

Margaret

Rademaker, Charleston high
social science and phys!�

Eaton.

tion ; and John W.

township high school,

c

H ig h Schools Dema
Seym ou r as Speakef
DR. GLENN H. Seymour Is

to be quite in demand

u

for high schol commenc
ercisE s

this

year.

He

Xenia on Friday, May 14, 8'
Friday, May 2.1, and Is sch
the program at Stewar�
day, May 28.

"Our Two Ne w Freed

dam from want and !

subject which Dr.
cusses.

S<ym

He says, ''We

art

with the d
freedom of speech and r
acquainted

little has been said

comparatively new

freed
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TEACHERS NEWS

!lASTERN

Strike H im O ut!

WAA Announces
New Officers

Around
. . . the

Locker Room
By Don Mead

spring it will probably ring down
the curtain on not only baseball, but
at

Eastern,

for the

Looking back over the past year

the tutelage of Coach Clayton M.
who

character.

proved

to

be

quite a

Working with a

green

bunch of boys that were predomin
antly freshmen, Miller turned out
only one win, but always remained
confident that the boys would hit
their stride in the next game.

. . . . Nagy keeps them swinging with that fast ball of his

ing season that Eastiern had enjoyed
It was pack

ed with thrills supplied by one of

IA.STERN'S BASEBALL nine .traV'-

the most versatile quintets that had

eled to the home of :t:ihe Huskie
last Saturday to try :their chances
llith on e of the top teams of the no
ltJigue. Northern proved to •be a

lard-hitting club f.or .the first game

&t least

they

as

rolled up

kount behind ·the

Ing of
l!elder
The

a

eight-hit

5-1

pitch-·

Appler, their alternate left
and pitcher.
Panthers

veteran swatsman

:Rugh "Junior" Phipps was on tihe

�ound for Eastern when .the initial
pme got

under

way.

Although

t'hipps turned in a win recently in

f.jne

a

exhibition

tl'.u.skie batters

of

hurling,

the

seemed ,to have

a

Jiarpened eye as bhey scattered nine

llit.s throughout the nine innings ·to

'orry the

local batteries immensely.

The steam really blew in the big

fifth when the Northern nine got
t>gether to blast ·three runs across.

'I'wo runs were later added to total
Up to five.
Oliver

Anderihaliter

and

Ohuck

llcCord collected two hits each for

tile

first game.

The second game proved the .big
for Eastern ·as Chuck Nagy haid

one
a

field day in his

ability to drop

wherever he wanted them to
IJ. Nagy kept the Huskies .to four
�·s that were scattered to one in

lllem
Ile

first, one in the eighth,

and

two in the_ fifth.

�orbhem ·threats at scoring were
lew and far between. In ;the fifth
kay, DeKalb pitcher was able to

a hit but was caught off base
�d picked off by the alert Panth
ll!S. Later in bhe inning they collect
td another hit hut did no damage

·1Jhe attempt.
Ray Ochs was

on

high for Eastern
this game ·as he hit safely twice
'to lead with two hits. Five other
tern men col'l ected one trip to
bag e·ach.
f,astern's lone tally came in the

Ille

when Andeiihalter got a hit
af:fl' first sacker Andy Sullivan hit .
ely: Andy moved on to second

r.gbr.11

�d

came home on ·a timely ihit by
11: Vuckovich after McCord had
out .to center field.

The current baseball season w.m
te brought to an end ne�t Satur
when the Leathernecks of Ma.
invade the den of the .P'anther

a

twin bill contest.
EASTERN
3b.

AB

2

4

1

2

uckuvich, cf. . ........................... 3

O

O

0

1

rd,

SS•

P�. p .
c.

.

.

..................... 4

R. H.
O

r,

• • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . • ••••••••••

....... .. .... . ... . .... . ......... ... 4

. ..................................... 4

0

0

0
0
0

-Totals ...................................... 34
NORTHERN

AB

.

.................................. 3
.................................. 3

1

0
1
1
l
8

game when Jim Sullivan's rebound
.boosted Eastern to win in an over

EASTERN

streaming to the nearest drug stores

AB

Player-

R. H.

.

1

1

McCord, ss. . ............................... 4 O
Vuckovich, cf . ............. ... . ....... .. 2 · o

1'

Anderhalter,

Phipps,
Ochs,

3b.

...................... 4

.... . . . ............. . .. .. .. ..... 4

rf.

0

1

0

c.

.... ..... ... . ......................... 3

0

2

Nagy, p.

. .............. . ................. ... ..3

0

Schultz, 2b. . ............................... 3

o

1

Schick, lf . .. . ....... . .............. ........... 3

O

O

Sullivan,

.......................•......3

o

O

... . .. . .... ............. . .... .. ... . . 29

1

7

lb.

Totals

1

NORTHERN

AB. R. H .
PlayerVerbie, c f. ............ . ....................... 4 O O
Sickel, 2b. .................................... 4

O

Hemgan, ss. . ............................... 2
·DeKay, lf.

3

0

1

0

0

. ...............................3

O

1

Heggen,

········· ··················-·······

rf.

0

Stimac, c. .................................... 2

O

O

Oliveri, 3b. . ................................. 3

O

1

Apples,

lb. . ...............................2
lb. . ............................... 1

O

0

1
0

O

O

....... . .... . ..... .. ................25

0

4

Ebarg.h,
Coloeci,

p.

Totals

·····················-···········

3

F ive Represent E l
At Cou n c i l Meeti n g
ON

MONDAY, May 2 ,

a

R. H.
1

2

in search of heart medicine.

mal, Southern, Western, U. of I., and
Eastern present.

The president of

each institution was at the confer
ence, as well as other faculty mem

bers of the colleges. Dr. Robert Buz
zard, Dr. William Zeigel, Dr. Emma

Reinhardt,

Dr. Harry Metter, and

Dr. Hobart Heller were representa
tives of Eastern. P'roblems of mu
tual interest to the group were re
lated and considered.
On Tuesday and Wednesday there
was a meeting of the Teachers Col
lege conference under the leadership
of Dr. W. S. Oray from the Uni
versity of Chicago.

This

meeting

was made up of representatives of

the

teaehers

colleges from

Illinois,

Indiana, Missouri, Michigan, Minne
sota, and Iowa.
During

the two

-

day meeting,

problems relating to teacher college
implications

war on the teacher

colleges

of

came

up for consideration.
On the return trip DT. Zeigel visit
ed seniors at Kankakee.

Lyl e Knott P l aces
Fifth I n Track Meet
LYLE KNOTT o f TC high m ad e a
good showing for himself
and
Oharleston by placing fifth in the
100 yard dash held at Urbana last

best athletes in the state.
The event was won by Young of

The gym was packed

wide to see the famed "Dike" per
form.

When the TIC league neared the
a toss -up to the

finish it became
final gun.

The Panthers were top

contenders

and remained

until

so

the Normal Redbird began to re
juvenate aind revise their outfit to
squeeze out the coveted title.
High school

Paris

ward
in

fine

interest turned

to

high who buzzed through

fashion to

win the

long

sougllt-for title of State High School
Champions of 1943.

When the baseball season rolled
around we found that Eastern would
be sporting a limited schedule due
rationed,

but

only

in

a

at Charleston was a thing of the
past, as men were few and far be
tween .
This winds up a general year on
the

sports

calendar

sorrows and woes.
what

that

had

its

will be to ;the

Panther

aggregation

goes

forward

into battle.

1

0
0
5

1

0
0

a
a

faculty social

committee.

As

result,

a picnic for the faculty
and their families was held on the
South Campus ground last Friday
·
evening, May 20, at 5 :3 0.

The social committee which con
sisted of Mr. Louis Hoover and Miss
Margaret

Donley.

chairmen,

and

Dean Elizabeth Lawson, Dean H. M.
oavins,

Miss

Jessie

Hunter,

Miss

Wilma WaTner, Miss Leah Stevens,

Mrs. R. T. Stickler, Dr. Hiram Thut,
and Mrs. Alice cotter furnished the
meat and drinks.
ulty

wives and

women brought

covered dish.
This was

Each of the fac

the last

a

annual affair

of the faculty social committee for
the cunent year.

Tri S i g s B reakfast
Senior Mem bers

9

HONORING

Maibel

Hupprich

awarded

athletic

letter

for participation

in

WAA during their college years to
Norma Finkbiner, Jane Hon, Emily
Steinbrecher,

and Margaret

Rade

maker.

Dr. Florence McAfee, head of the
Women's Physical Education depart
ment 'bhen awarded the annual hon
or pins to Margaret Rademaker and
Jeanne Cress.
Miss Edith Haight was guest of
honor.

'43,

Crass

honor pins

at

the

were

'43, and

awarded

Women's

Ath

5, 1943, by Dr. Florence
This is the highest honor

May

McAfee.

than can be achieved from the or
ganization.

Requiremen 's

for this

award include earning a WAA let

ter, le�dershiI?, sportsmanship, schol
arship, and contributions to the as
sociation during four years of col
lege life.
Miss Raidemaker
president of

has ·been vice

the group during the

present year, has served as secre
tary-treasurer, been on the council,
ties.
Miss

THE

Tri Sigma

sen-

Reat, Bill Monier, and Kenton Web
king mad e the trip.

f.aculty

Miss
sponsor,

Gertrude
and

Hendrix,

Mary

Jean

Warren.
Marian Gossett was general chair

man o! the breakfast.

that

since

Virginia

come an

orphan

and disappeared.

with the combined ef:Iorts of

Now

several

WlAA

members, it has again

been found.

t.he Tennis club has learned a great
deal about
the

gym

playing

tennis against

They all say it 1s

wall.

good exercise but they did want a
few more l>eople to know they

can

play.
'We have seen

the baseball club

in the corrective gym many times-
playing ping pong.
We all want to thank tihe retiring

officers for a most active year. We
especially want to thank the retir

ing co-social chairmen who

to

saw

it that we had a lot of fun and

Our

plenty to eat at our parties.

hope for next year is that Eileen
Miller and Betty Jean Engle do as
well for Us.

And in closing we want to con
gratulate Jeanne

Cress

and

Mar

garet Rademaker on receiving the

We all know how

honor awards.

hard they worked to earn them.

Well, we'll see you next year on

Jeanne

ty,

SEEMS

Lacey left us this column has be

the hockey field I

Cress

served

as

president

during this year, has been head of
hockey and tennis
participated in

clubs,

and has

Sports Days· while

in college.
others

that

have

1been awarded

this pin in the past years include
Ruth Miller, Katherine Shores, Hel
let Podesta, Erlyne Cruthis, Esther
Lumbrick and Lillian Michae.l.

M u s i c Dept. Banquet
C l i m axes Activities
ABOUT 100 students and faculty of
the Music department
attended
·the annual formal music festivities
banquet Tuesday evening, May 18,

in the Women's gymnasium of the

health education building, in what
was easily on e of the social high
lights of the spring quarter.
evening's

entertainment

The

was

ar

ranged around an interesting theme
of "An Evening With a Symphony,''
following the "Sonata Allegro" form.
The tables were at+,,ractively decor
ated with spring flowers and

also

witih music notes placed upon staffs.
Around the room were screens on
which were pinned music notes also
on staffs to give the themes of pop
ular musical symphonies.
Attrac
tively made and designed placecard
programs were at each of the guest's
plates.
The

speaking

program

also fol

lowed this same theme. Oliver An
derhalter, -senior in ·the music .de
paritment, served as an able toast
master in introducing various par.ts
of the program.

Since the "Sonata

Allegro" form is made up of an ex
position of two or more themes,

English

department,

will

was at

a coda, persons were asked to por
tray
these va.rious
pa.l1ts.
The

make
in

Arthur, Illl.,

third at Sumner on Friday, May 28;
Monday, May 3 1 .

In his addresses h e will us e two
topics.

One will be "The Heritage

That is America," in which he will
develop the

idea

of

a.

developmental section and ait times

democracy in

themes of the exposition were .aibly
set forth by Rasho Winget, senior,
representing

the

Peterson, junior,

band, Pollyanna
representing

the

orchestra, Wilma Jean Daily, junior,
representing the
and Jane Craig,

Cecilian
singers
senior, represenrt

ing the choir.
The

developmental

section was

handled by Dr. William H. Zeigel.
The recapitulation section was treat
ed by Piresident R. G. Buzzard who
referred

to excellent work of the

music organiza•ions at Eastern not
only w�thin the institution hut also

our country, beginning ·With the pil

in the community as well. Dr. Buz

our present time.

year. He stated that plans are ·be

grim fathers and continuing up to
His second
Undeveloped

topic

will

be

"Life's

in

which

Resources,"

he will discuss what one may be
come when one
enough.

has

imagination

It will deal with man's po

tentialities.

made

referred to plans for next

to replace Mr. Warner,

who has ibeen inducted into mili
tary service,

so

that

instrumental

music and the orchestra can be con
tinued on the same high plane as
formerly.

"The Disappointed Serenader" by
of songs . Miss Elizabeth Moss sang
Brruhms and the "Abbot of Dairy"

ANNUAL get-to-gether of the

Hotel in Bloomington.
One of the mrujor items will be the
consideration of a special

service

rule which will dominate or pa;rallel
the election of a new commissioner
due to the resignation ·of C. F. Hor
ton present office holder.
new

rule

will try to make

army and navy men eligible for ath
letic competition.
Howard

ing

also

Interspersed throughout ;the pro

S ports Confo C a l led
At B l oom i n g ton

The

zard

gram were transitions in the form

be held Friday night at the Tilden

given by Mrs. Fiske Allen, honorary
member,

participated la.st year.

Miss

nois Intercollegiate conference will

several members and readings were

second trip to the state meet for

men of the social committee.

faculty representatives of the Illi

George

Bill Monier and Knott, as the pa..ir

Engle and Eileen Miller, co-chair

THE

Warren

This was t.he

Borton,

Annabell

secretary-treasurer; and Betty Jean

and the fourth at Mt. Pulaski on

Impromptu speeches were given by
Knott,

Sherrick,

".SPRING I S picnic time,'' suggested

team.
to

vice -president;

Betty

at Neoga on Thursday, May 27; the

2

Ralph Everson,

president ;

first aiddress

0

In addition

as

on Friday, May 21 ; his second will be

Psi chapter of Sigma Sigma Sigma.

Dieckman,

en

next

Emily Steinbrecher was chos

Fac u l ty Fa m i l ies P i c n i c
I nd oors Last Week

contestant

1

election for officers for the
year.

high schools of Illinois this year. His

0

2

then announced the results of the

four commencement addresses

0

1

Miss Cress

DR. H. DeF. Widger, of Eastern's

there" as a fighting

iors, a picnic breakfast was given

two-man

has served as president of the WAA
during the current year.

we will hear that stirring "Eastern,

We also wonder when again

Sunday morning, May 23, by Alpha

a

the pro

here E'astern

future.

school

make

Raidemaker, chairman of

IT

Wlhat with all the spring showers,

·Following the luncheon, Margaret

W i d g e r Del ivers Fou r
Com mencement Ta l ks

call of the athlete in the very near

the

to

ice cream and place cards.

We often wonder

the response

track team that featured one more

high

studio and the colors matched the

en Hall Adair, Milbra Osborn, Vio

1

Phillips

orations on the tables in the dance

and has participated in club activi

0

Wendell

on Wednesaay,

letic Association buffet-theatre par

0

1

party

Maypoles were used as dec

MARGARET RADEMAKER

Eddleman

by sight-seers who traveled far and

of the six state supported institu
There
tions was held at Chicago.
were delegates from DeKalb, Nor

theater

came to town.

of Dwight

different sense, we found that tra.ck

of the council on higher education

and

a spectacular event when the Illini

visit

Likewise

meeting

Association

held an evening dessert luncheon

C ress, Rademaker
Awa rded H onor P i n s

The

and the Junior Whizz Kids proved

to gas rationing and tire shortages.

week in a meet th:;i.t featured the

1

Totals ........, .............................29

1

We will never forget the Maeomb

time contest that sent Panther fans

curricula and the
.

�rhalt

gathered under the Blue and Grey.

Second game :

by Emily Steinbrecher

certificates to those receiving their

Basketball proved the most excit
for a number of years.

Panthers Split Dou ble Bi ll
With Northern 1 -5; 1 -0

Women 's Shorts

gram, introduced Jeanne Gress, who

we found it very interesting.
The
football season got under way under
Miller

WOMEN'S ATHLETIC'

May 5.

WHEN THE last man is out this

future sports
duration.

ELEVQl

PAGE

Hancock of

Normal

president o! the commission.

is

by Weaver. Mrs. Allen BritJton sang

"May Day Carol" by Deems Taylor

and the Girls Ensemble, under the
direction

sang

two

of

Miss

Irene

numbers.

Johnson,

Toward

the

conclusion of the program Dr. R.
Anfinson, acting head of the Music
department, introduced members of
the

various

musical

gxoups

and

spoke a word of farewell to the grad
uating seniors. He also bade good
bye for ithe group .to Mr. Warner,
who responded briefly.

Followfug

this the group sang a number �of
songs and closed with the traditiqn
al benediction "The Lord Bl� . �u

and Keep You."

.

. .

•

� .

"The Things We Fight For11 Debuts In Blue

.
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1943
em's

contribution

to

The Black Swan

East.

portrays
"The

Things

to

a

close

hundred

Pearl

blue

Harbor,

Eastern· students

have

supreme

for

sacrifice

while two
have

emblems.

four

former

made
their

other former

been

reported

the

coun
Pan

missing

Ja.ck

killed

in

an

Ingram

airplane

was

accident

Austra:ia on April 21, 1942.

in

A grad

uate of TC High in 1937, Lt. Ingran1
attended Eastern for two. years.

The 1943 WARBLER from beginning

rec : ived his appointment as a cadet

to end makes us realize this.

on March 17,

find

the

compass

and

life

words

struggle

our

students

friends

and

are engaged in.

former

before

Eastern

to

at

we

bid

For.'

You,

fellow

A

Margaret

. . . Presents her product

students,

and recreations are given their place
for morale is important.

letic

events,

homecoming

and concerts

are featured

book.

Ath

affairs,
the

in

The colors are the red, white,

and blue of our flag.
Eastern's campus leaders who by
their leadership in college indicate
future

leadership

were :

Jewell
Ralph

halter,

world

Emmerich,

Thomas, Eugene
mon,

in

Price,

Irvin,

Marvin

events

Margery

Lee

Oliver
Mizeur,

Cam
Ander
James

Hanks, Dale Williams, Glenn Dow
ler,

Claude

send,

Hayes,

Bessie

Martha Moore,

Town

Marguerite

Little, Margaret Rademaker, Jean
ne Cress, Lee Podesta, Ross Steph
enson, Dario Covi, and Bill Humes.
The leaders were selected ·by a joint
student and faculty committee.
include d : Margaret Rademaker, edi
tor;

Lee Podesta, honorary associ

ate

editor;

Eight I nitiated As
Sig Tau Actives
activities, Alpha Alpha chapter of

spent two years
registered

for

a

of Phi Sigma Epsilon

At this oan

for this

Public

year have been : president, Mary E[
len

for

are :

'43-'44

president,

Edith Levitt; secretary, Anna Louise

of

by Dr.

Hans

C.

ground

collision

at

between

Brooks

Field.

two

Matsler

Eastern during the 1939-

of the football team.

The commit-tees for the banquet
foods,

Virginia

Dolan

Wright;

Wanda

and Edith

Miller,

Levitt ;

Mary

Coan,

tickets,

Bertha

Ridgley and Ruth Evelyn E:Spy; and
field, and Audrey Carlock.

school,

Clinard

EI

held

the

at the

East Side

Cafe and the formal initi-a+ion was

9, 1942.
The loss of these five men leaves

held after the dinner at the fratern

ver

Anderhalter,

called

upon

new fraternity president, Jean Kim
brough, for a short talk.
man,

pledge

leader,

L . . Metter,
Dr.

Bill Sea

spoke

on behalf of the pledges.

briefly

Dr. mury

Dr. Glenn H. Seymour,

William

H.

Zeigel,

and

of

the group, presented short

Dr.
ad

dresses to the men.
The group then adjourned to their

Ferrel

Atkins

West

'46,

home and the things they loved. We

Pacific

entered
30,

ger

'46,
'46,

Charleston,
Noble,

Gerald

and Davis

Rut

Wilbur

'45, Mattoon, were formally initiated

Pinkstaff

the

of

1940,

Army Air Corps

1940.

of

them

and

humbly

award them our gold stars for giv
ing

the

supreme

preserving

Pilot Officer Jam�s Woolford was

t.hat

sacrifice
which

while

means

so

much to us all.

reported missing after taking part
in the famous air raid on Cologne,
January 18, 1943.

Woolford gradu

ated from the TC High school

in

1937, and he attended Eastern near
ly four years before he enlisted in
the Royal

Canadian Air Force

in

April of 1941.
On

February

4.

came

1943.

the

BRAD ING'S

S H O E R EPAI R i N G
Quality Materials and
Prompt Service

.Just Nodh of Squar e on Seventh

For Up-to-Date

SHOE 'REPAIRING

Earl Seiben '45, Mattoon, Jim Rob
erts

theater.

with the class

November

the

passed

But they

are proud

and

Afte·r the dinner toastmaster, Oli

have

in

graduated

ity house at 956 Sixth street.

a gap which cannot be filled in the

that he was pilot of a heavy bomber
the

-Blue

tion cadet at Chanute on February

gave their lives fighting fer their

was

over

purchases,

two

Last word received from him was

dinner

plannmg

yrnrs before enlisting as an avia

through Eastern's portals.

room

Illinois

High

ranks of those who

The

the

ky

V!c ! to:i's '..: fi oc :hop
Between

5th & 6th

on

Routr. 1f

by members of the fra+,ernity.

Sigma Epsilon fraternity on Sun -

WA LT'S S H I N I NG
PARLO R

day morning, May 16 at 9 o'clock.
They

were :

Obed

Henderson,

Ef

fingham ; Charles Haworth, George
town; and Leslie Mayberry, Hoope
ston.

At 10:30 the active and hon

orary members attended the Char
leston Christian church in a body.
A ·banquet was held at the chap
ter house on

Seventh street at

School
Supplies

is the place for that
expert shine.
Fi.rst Stairway Linder
Basement

BOB HILL'S

1

The guest of honor was Mr.
Shorey,

national

auditor

R. J .

of

Phi

Sigma Epsilon. The honorary mem
ters preesnt were Dr. Kevin Guin
agh,

Dr.

Donald

Alter,

Dr. S.

E.

Dr. Charles Coleman, Mr.

Thomas,
Franklyn

Andrews,

Dr.

William

Wood, Dr. Hiram Thut, Dr. Ernest
Stover, and Mr. B.

C. Robbins.

Here's the place to pep up
after

the

You'll like

all-day

session.

our many fla

i

"HOW ABOUT A COCA·COLA "

.. . . . .. ........ ... ...

"ltCTURES OVER. WE'RE

o'clock in honor of the new initiates.

Lawes Hotel Week End Special
To relatives and friends of students, during
May and June, a breakfast coupon good for 25
cen ts on Saturday or Sunday mo rning break
fast will be issued to guests registering on Fri
day and Satu rday nights.
k

ON OUR OWN NOW"

"THANK YOU, SIR
- /'VE GOT
A REAL THIRST"

if=#

vored creams, sundaes, etc.

GREEN'S
H ome Made
I C E C R EAM

Just Four Doors

Sq uare on

S outh of
St.

We extemJ

an

fovitati<.11 to all

Sixth

Eastern students to take ad-

PO RT RA I TS
are
Always Appropriate
H ave them taken
today at
RYAN STUDI O
Phone

598

South Side Square

· vantage of the services rendered by this institution.

CHARLESTON NATIONAL BANK

Publlo
read

News ads for guidance.

After

Charleston
attended

of

White - Tan - Black

L. Clinard was reported missing in
action over Western Europe.

the

in

With a P1·actical Heel

news that First Lieutenant Everett

from

practiced

A Beautiful
Shoe

programs, Betty Heise, Betty Stans

gTaduating

as

,
...,
==
....
.
.=
.�
=
�,
,
..,,.._-

and

decorations,

Virginia Dolan, Mary Eleanor Gross
man,

the
illus·

of

an

Health association.

your

Mary Ellen

was

Cavin:; serves on the execu•

tive council

When

around the middle of January, 1943.

10.

treatmrnt

cans in the Elementary 8chool."
were :

feature

discussion

Olsen.

staff was reported missing in action

Rotary

outstanping

His -topic was "Tea;ehing of Ameri

its spring initiation banquet and for
mal initiation Monday evening, May

sanitation.

Dr.

Ruth
Burg

The address of t-he evening

was given

sessions

Sister �;;:enny method.

The program consisted of a song

ener.

Other

paralyis and also one on

trated lecture on the famed procea;

ley.

and Elizabeth

health.

paralysis

sponsor is Miss Margaret B. Don

Espy,

six

publlc
�nclud�4

infantile
An

Johnson ; treasurer, Betty Heise. The

Evelyn

Fri·

Hotel LaSalle on

day and Saturday, May 14-15.

milk

vice-president,

by a trio, Catherine Nessel,

The sessions were

discussions of war trends in

fielod ; treasurer, Virginia Dolan. The
officers

held in the

in Chi·

association

The general session included

Wright; vice-president, Bertha

Ridgley ; secretary, Elizabeth Stans

Elizabeth Burgener;

Health

cago last week.

past

First Lieutenant Wilson L. Pink

Ramsey,

THREE MEN took the 0ath of Phi

15,

The officers

the
Dean

of

of Men Harold M. Cavins attended!

the incoming officers for the next
yea.r.

N". MARY Thompson

College Health Service and

the War Conference of the Illinois

quet the retiring officers introduced

Sigma 'Tau Gamma fraternity held

Union, Billy Seaman '45, Charleston,

Phi Sigs Install
Three N ew B rothers

Far

here.

attended

Boley '45, of Olney, Fred Pilger '46,

adviser.

the
May

40 school year, and was a member

CLIMAXING A Hell week of pledge

Eugene Price, business manager, and
Andrews,

in

war

air corps in the fall of 1940.

planes

chapter house at which pla<!e P.,oy

L.

of

and

member

a

assistant;

Franklyn

Lee Stevens,

United

Aviation Cadet Harold F. Mats
·
ler died August 17, 1942, following

Charles P. Lantz, faculty sponsors

The staff Of the 1943 WARBLER

the

ure on the campus during his years

'Rademaker

are our hope and joy."

too,

Gamma,

fratE rnity, Couch was a popular fig

you to

The good times, social activities,

accident

an

th"ater

Eastern,

Army

keep forever alive 'The Things We
Fight

in

third, before he decided to join the

tfie

conflict which is now upon us. No
struggle,

enlisted

Lt. Couch

1942.

matter where you go, no matter how
the

he

t of

resu

cate this book, a link in the chain

.grim

A grad

Lieutenant Jack Couch died as a

those who have gone forth we dedi
college life with

the numerically superior

States air force in 1938.

we present the 1943 WARBT.ER. To

binding our

Is

.SWo cney studied at Eastern a year

In the words of the

those who are still with us and

Philippine

uate of Charleston Hig.'.1. school, Sgt.

"Amid a background of war,

told:

the

Japs on January 15, 1942.

the reason ,for the book is

tribute

1941.

defending

lands from

"Things We Fight For," making us
realize what a world-wide

He

Serg�ant Mack Sweeney lost his

cover we
the

Beta

nual spring ·banquet.

six

principles become an actual reality.

On the blue emboss ed

Alpha

t.he

Lieuten m
: t

At Eastern these

R.

men's gym

the elementary education organiza

in acticn over enemy territory.

fighting for the four freedoms, for

ON MAY 20, a.t 7 p. m. in the Wo-

tion on the campus, held their an

th<:rs

In the North,

Cavins and Thompson.
Attend H ea lth Confo

ri;i.cther ye:u of war, five gold stars

East, South, and West, our men are
om way of life.

brings

ABC F rat I ntroduces
Burgener at B anq uet

fly on her big service flag, among

try,

We Figh t For" on the home front
and the battle front.

EASTERN

Since

AND ve11bally, the

PICTORIALLY

Service Flag Waves
Five Gold Stars
AS

MONDAY, MAY 24, 1941
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"Remember reading that in your news·
paper? That's a real story from the
South Pacific. When it's time to stand
by for refreshment, that's the job for
ice-cold Coca-Cola. Goes right where
thirst comes from and refreshmer:it
comes to take its place. That's why
nothing takes the place of ice-cold
Coca-Cola. It has a taste and re·
freshing qualities all its own."

BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORllY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY'

MATIOON COCA-COLA BOTILING CO,

